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1. fejezet - Introduction
Supported by TÁMOP-4.1.2-08/1/A-2009-0038.

This note is the work of three authors. Sadly Dr. Imre Perge could not live the issue of the note since he died in
27th May 2011.
Dr. Imre Perge college-teacher was born in Sirok, Hungary in 31st May 1932. In 1953 gets his degree in Eger in
Mathematics-Physics major. Then 1958 graduates in the ELTE, Budapest in applied mathematics. He educates
the students for 43 years in Eszterházy Károly College. During this time he leads the Mathematics Department.
In 1972 creates the curriculum of the teacher-training colleges. In 1984 gets Chief-Director Assignment which
he fulfilled for six years In 1990 the under his management The Computer Science Department created.
Imre Perge was founder and determinative individual of educating Computer Science. His 10 textbook and over
20 studies was issued. His work was honored by "Tarján"-prize by the Neumann János Számítógép-tudományi
Társaság in 1989.
It was Imre Perge's request his note to be issued again revised. We hope with my colleague Csaba Bíró this task
fulfilled worthy.
Since these notes are available everyone for free, we hope it will be read by not only the students, but everybody
who is interested. We receive any report thankfully about any accidental mistakes, or suggestions from our
readers. You may write to the following address: emod@ektf.hu By the help of our readers, we can make the
corrections in short time, since this is an e-book.
In the name of authors, Dr. Emőd Kovács
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2. fejezet - COMPUTER SCIENCE INFORMATICS
1. 1.1The place of Computer Science, Information
Technology among science system
In the beginning of science we can talk about only one science, the philosophy which included "seeds" of other
sciences. Philosophy intended to examine the whole reality and not only a special filed. During time disciplines
disconnected from philosophy, which could be divided into two main groups:

NATURAL SCIENCES =

{…,physics, chemistry, biology, ...}

and

SOCIAL SCIENCES =

{…,history,literature ...}

Nowadays the differentiation of science is still goes on. On the level of disciplines new frontier sciences
develop, for example biochemistry, physical-chemistry, etc. These sooner or later represent a new independent
science in the system of sciences.
From the above sorting are missing some important disciplines. Such is mathematics, the oldest science.
(Ancient philosophers were in general mathematicians too.) Mathematics in the context of other disciplines
regarding its origin is directly connected with natural sciences, however the mathematics itself is not a natural
science. Mathematics namely not deals with primary abstractions specific to a discipline, but the abstraction of
these abstract concepts, that is secondary, or higher level of the abstractions. As a result, the scope of
mathematics are significant in every discipline.
Mathematics in this respect is a new level between disciplines and philosophy. Let's name this level the level of
general sciences. Following question is, is on this level another new science? In many respects the situation is
similar about cybernetics, as about mathematics. The control, regulation and automation could be applied to
many kinds of movement, living or non-living organizations.

GENERAL SCIENCES=

{…,mathematics, cybernetics, ...}

As a frontier science of the mathematics and cybernetics came into being the computer science as a general
science, which also could be applied in every field of the reality and nowadays in almost every discipline.
Computer science is dealing with by mathematician models, procedures and methods and the use of cybernetic
technical instruments (the computer plays an extraordinary role) the transition and process of the information.
Information in the real world gets similar role as the material or energy. This concept we will refine later.
Computer science (in Hungarian számítástechnika = computing-technic) is a not very accurate name. (In physics
the horsepower is similar what is neither a horse, neither a power.) Computer science implements more general
concepts than computing or technic. The name (Computer science) in many language is similar to Hungarian. In
French, or German bibliography it is informatique and Informatik. The Hungarian form of these (informatika) in
Hungary become common. However we should keep in mind that the name (informatika) has been obligated to
library and documentation, which itself cannot bear the lack of computer science. In this respect the Hungarian
name (informatika) is not very lucky. On the other hand, the development or success of the involved science is
not depending its name. Being an frontier science, we could discuss more disciplines which connects the
computer science to other sciences.

GENERAL SCIENCES=

{…,mathematics,
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cybernetics,computer science ...}
We do not think this kind of sorting of the sciences is closed. More levels could be developed, and on the levels
new sciences could be develop too.

2. 1.2Hungarian computer science programs in the
light of the programs of the ACM 2005
2.1. 1.2.1Computing Curricula 2005
Among computer science, in wider aspect informatics, the need arise in the 1960's that recommendations should
made upon the content of the training programs. In the BSc and MSc trainings the model should be based on
English models. The most significant professional organizations of the filed described in the table were develop
professional recommendations since 1960 continuously. They issue joint recommendations since 1991.

2.1. táblázat Most significant professional organizations:

Web adress:

Association for Information Systems, AIS

http://start.aisnet.org

IEEE-CS

www.computer.org

Association for Machinery, ACM

www.acm.org

Association for IT Professionals, ACM

www.aitp.org

As a result of this joint work in 2005 April issued the CC 2005, at first as a draft, and after a rework, in 2005
September the final version issued. The CC 2005 among computing defines five disciplines, as a result five BSc
program being defined: Computer Engineering (CE), Computer Science (CS), Software Engineering (SE),
Information Systems (IS), Information Technology (IT). In the following we discuss these programs in brief.

1.1. Figure. Change of the
training programs
In 2008 the curriculum of the Computer Science and the Information Technology (IT) was updated. In 2010 the
curriculum of the Information Systems (IS) was updated. These recomedations could be downloaded for free
from the following link: http://www.acm.org/education/curricula-recommendations.

3
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The informatics space of the programs are shown in a coordinate system covered by the particular disciplines.
On the horizontal axis from the left to the right we go from the theory to practice, and on the vertical axis from
the bottom to the top we go trough the significant layers of informatics-systems from the level of hardware and
architecture trough infrastructure, application-technology, to organizing questions and information systems. The
placement of the five disciplines in the informatics space is shown by the table, and we can find its short
analysis.
For further analysis the informatics space is divided by the CC 2005 to 36 topics. In parallel the
recommendation introduces 21 non-informatics related topics, and defines 59 competences.

The Computer Engineering deals with engineering of
computers and computer based systems. In the training the
hardware and software and the effects of the two to each other
is significant. In the training electrical engineering,
mathematics, and the applying of these in computer science are
ponderous. Computer Engineering students are learn about
designing digital hardware systems including computers,
communication systems and devices, and every device which
contains a computer. They learn software design, primarily
concentrating to digital devices not the users (embedded
software). In the curriculum the emphasis is on the hardware
instead of the software with a strong engineering aspect.

4
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The Computer Science includes the software design and
implementation, the solving of the informatics-related problems
in a successful and efficient method, and seeking for new
methods of the use of the computers. This program gives the
most general knowledge on the contrary of other special
knowledge requiring disciplines. Three main fields:
Seeking for efficient methods of solving computational
problems.
Seeking for new areas of use of the computer.
Designing and developing software.

5
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The Information Systems: The main aim of the Information
Systems is the correct level of integration of the information
technology and the business processes. The emphasis is on the
information since in the IS studies the economic subjects are
remarkable among informatics-related subjects. Recognition of
economic problems, initiate IT support or development, in need
execute it cooperating the business field and other IT
professionals utilizing the modeling and developing tools.
Managing IT systems and the organizations, smaller developing
and operating projects design and control, cooperation related
with outsourcing and solving IT related tasks.

6
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The Information Technology: Opposite to Information System
the Information Technology concentrates to technology; so on
this field the technologist's task is to provide the reliable IT
background, maintenance, upgrade, installation and to be a
system administrator.

7
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The Software Engineering deals with developing and operating
reliable, big and expensive softwares and software systems. It
is close to the Computer Science, but provides less genereral
knowledge. As an engineer approach, they think about the
software from a strict practical aspect, regarding its reliability
and maintainability. They concentrate to developing
techniques, as the dangerous and expensive situations should be
avoided, what could occur in a life cycle of a software.

3. 1.3 Hungarian situation
In Hungary a similar process went trough as the anglo-saxon education applying countries. One significant
change is the start of the irreversible Bologna process, and its unified introduction. Since September of 2006 just
the new BSc majors can be started in Hungary. Instead of the 500 basic majors in the undivided system about
100 BSc, BA majors has been created. Since the informatics field played a pioneer role, earlier, in 2004 started
the first software engineer BSc in Debrecen, and in 2005 as first among colleges in Eger in the Eszterházy
Károly College.
The basic majors of the first cycle, and the equivalency of the earlier and new majors and introducing the multicycle linear training structure, and the conditions of the starting the first cycle is written on the
252/2004.(VIII.30.) government decree. In 2013 the colleges and universities are starting the following
Computer Science related majors:
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Higher Education major (specialization), 2 semesters
Economy business IT
Engineer IT (system administrator, network IT)
Software engineer (developer, multimedia)

Bachelor degree (BSc)

Master degree (MSc)

Business Information Technology

Business Information Techology

Enginieering
Technology

Information Info-Bionics

Software Engineer

Engineering
Technology

Information

Medical Biotechnology
Software Information Technology
The following table shows the characteristics of the IT-related bachelor degrees.

Econ IT

EI

SE

Semester

7

7

6

All credit

210

210

180

Elements Of natural 20-40
science

40-50

Economic
and 30-40
human knowledge

20-25

Discipline core
System technology

10-20

30-55

10-20

Programming

10-20

20-30

30-50

IT systems

40-60

20-30

10-20

In Hungary similarly of other countries the BSc majors cannot be completely corresponded to the CC 2005
recommendations. To the BSc majors the following statements could be made: The engineer-IT is amalgamates
the content of the Computer Engineering (CE) and the Computer Science (CS) trainings. The Business
Information Technology major amalgamates the content of the Information Systems (IS) and Information
Technology (IT). The Software Engineer (programtervező informatikus) amalgamates the content of the
Computer Science (CS) and the Software Engineer (SE) trainings, similarly as the American conditions before
the 1990's. Other training fields could contain informatics-related content: IT-librarian (informatikus
könyvtĂĄáros) on the social science filed, IT department director, agricultural-engineer (informatikus és
szakigazgatĂĄsi agrármérnök) on the agricultural training field.
9
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The 2006 application and enrolling data shows that IT grew to the 5th biggest training field in Hungary. On
many universities and colleges IT faculties and institutes has been created. The discipline achieved, that since
2006 fall it represents itself by an independent IT committee among other committees among the Hungarian
Rector Conference.
We can conclude, the IT training field rapidly and dynamically changed to the new training structure according
to the Bologna process. During this change traditions and potentials should have been considered. In Hungary
has not yet the reality, that five or more IT-related BSc would be created according to CC 2005
recommendation. The task of the near future is, among the MSc majors the start of the teacher of computer
science majors in 2013 as an undivided training. The teacher major will be introduced in two forms: grade
school (4+1 semester) and high school (5+1 semester). The teacher of computer science degree could be earned
only as a pair of majors. The first 6 semester is the same for the sake of interoperability. Naturally after finishing
the BSc and MSc majors there is still the possibility of enrolling to a teacher-major, which this way causes the
reduce of the training time.
We have to mention that among the BSc, MSc, linear system it is exists the discipline training in the higher
education. Today credits earned in higher education-discipline training are included as 75% of their value. This
in practice means, except the whole-semester practice, the remaining 90 credit will be fully included. This rule
caused serious debates. In our opinion the actual situation does not reflect fully for the possibilities of this
training.

4. 1.4 Computer, calculator
Mankind attended since ages to create devices which made the calculations, in general the intellectual works
mechanical parts easier. The oldest such device is the orb-based calculator, or abacus, what appeared in the
antiquity. The first automated addition machine was built by a French mathematician, Pascal in 1642, which
Leibnitz accomplished to make the four basic operations. This mechanical machines are operate with rotating
cogwheels. The idea of the first control device is related to Falcon (1728) who designed it for a mechanic
sewing machine creating a repeating pattern controlled by punched card. His idea was materialized by Jacquard
in 1798. Punched card controlling applying to other fields was put in practice by Hermann Hollerith in 1884 and
to 1890 he developed a punched card system which for example was used in census. On this machine not only
the numbers was stored on the punched cards, but the control statements for the machine. Nowadays the modern
implemented calculators are the electric impulse-operated desktop computers. They are available since 1944.
(adding machine, cash machine, pocket calculator etc.) On this machines in every operation have to be given all
data and the information regarding to the operation. The data goes to the so-called register.
Definition. The register is the temporary storage place to the data, in which we can store a pre-defined great
value, or a pre-defined number of digits.
For example, in the eight-digit scheme every position goes one digit: Numbers get into the register we should
consider a value can be stored as an approximation due to we have finite positions. This approximation can have
just a predefined precision. Most adding machine has two registers. One for the data just red, the other for store
the other operand or result of the operation. Most of the desktop calculators have four registers, which creates
the possibility of storing intermediate data. Above devices are ancestor of computers. It would be a mistake to
suppose the computer is a very fast desktop calculator. Among fast execution the born of the "punched-card
theory" was very important during the creation of the computer, since data prepared on punched card could be
given into the computer before the processing, the execution time will be reduced. Other important aspect is,
data stored on the card could be use infinite times. For this, it is necessary, the computer should have many
register, storage place. But if the computer has much storage place, among the data we may store the statements
operating the machine. Based on this, the task could be done continuously and automatically (inside program
controlling). We can say proud, this idea belongs to the Hungarian John von Neumann, who considered the
computer as a model of the nervous system.
The implementation of this model, the computer we could consider as those devices what man created for
broaden his senses (telescope, radio, television, etc. ). Only here we talk about broaden particular abilities of the
human brain; namely its storage place, and its "thinking speed". The human brain consists of 12-14 billion cells,
and it thinks maximum 100m /sec fast. (This two "ability" specifies to what tasks practical use the computer.) In
the computer every data and statement is stored by numbers, but what is their meaning is depending on the task,
which feature awards the computer to an universal information process machine. This confirmed by the fact the
computer can control a spaceship, nuclear reactor, can control the printing process of newspaper and books, can
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store and create blueprints, and pictures, can do grammar analysis, operate big databases and informatics
systems. We could mention modestly it can calculate, solving equations, etc. of course; and we even have not
mentioned those possibilities which could achieve via network connection. However, we should keep in mind
the computer is not capable for independent thinking, just for execute a human-written program (statement
sequence) as a slave. If these programs are good, computer is capable for real miracles. Programs are written by
professionals. Programs are replaceable in the machine, so in one machine infinite problems could be solved.
Definition. Physical devices made up the computer are called together hardware. The program system operate
the computer is the software.
Since the hardware and software is separatable, so the computer is different by nature from every nonprogrammable machine:
— The hardware is permanent,
— software is replaceable,
so the computer is universal.
Those computers which can handle just discrete values, we call digital computers. Those computers which for
input signals corresponds proportional analog signals, we call analog computers. On the further we deal only
with digital computers. The first computer was made in 1949, but in the reality it appeared in 1951 when it went
to the market. In the history of the computers we can talk about more generations, but chip controlled computers
have an outstanding significance since 1969. The punched card system outdated nowadays; the data is being
input directly to the computer via keyboard and we store it in internal storage (ex. disks).
Definition. Machines which capable to store programs and execute them statement by statement among to
perform control-, input-, output-, store-operations without human intervention is a computer.

5. 1.5 Positional notation numeral system
In computer-science the basic knowledge about numeral systems is essential. In the next section we make efforts
to thrash out this topic in detail. On mechanic devices there was possible to handle many kind of numeral
systems. Most of the implementations was based on the decimal numeral system according to human nature. By
spreading computers use of binary (and based on powers of two) numeral system became more common. In
decimal numeral system the value of a number is depending on its digits values and places. This kind of numeral
systems we call positional numeral systems. There are exists numeral systems based on other idea, for example
the roman numeral system which is non-positional.
Let's see for example the opening date of the Eszterházy Károly College:

In the decimal numeral system we make one-to-one correspondence between the infinite series from the
elements of the
finite set and the real numbers regarding the positional notation.
For example the 543,21 shows 5 pieces of hundreds, plus 4 pieces of tens, plus 3 pieces of ones, plus 2 pieces of
one tenths, plus one piece of one hundredths.
In this note we consequently separate the integers from
the fractions by a decimal coma according to the Hungarian local settings; not by a decimal point according to
the US terminology. Note this on in the US system the coma is the thousand separator.

11
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1.2. Figure.

Hungarian and

American format in Windows 7
Let's write the above example in general form. The value of the number in the following form.
is

Definition. If
system is

is an integer number, in the p-based numeral system then its value in the decimal numeral

where

If

so

the we use the notation
to indicate the digits.

In the following we do not indicate the base number of the numeral system. At other-based numeral systems
there are more notations common:
In this note we will follow the first.
Examples:

Above formula provides us an
algorithm for how can we convert from any p-based numeral system to the decimal numeral system. When we
separate the numbers integer part and fraction part, we can solve the task by the Horner scheme. Example:
12
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The whole number could be written in the following form:
So applying repeatedly the addition and multiplication the result could be calculated
without storing the partial results. Example:

Regarding the fractions:
so for example

Written the above examples we could conclude the definition.
Definition. If

is an integer number then any
integer number could be written in
form. Similarly the
fractional number could be written in
form. Above forms we could call based on polynomials of Horner-

scheme the Horner-form of the numbers.
For the two kind of production belong two algorithms which will be discussed on the section dealing with
algorithms.

5.1. 1.5.1 Numbers stored in finite position
In everyday life on dashboards, or on machines display we could meet many kinds of counters. For example the
mileage counter on cars shows the values on 6 positions.

9

9

9

9

9

9

If we are lucky the counter could reach the 999999 miles. Now when we go one more mile, the counter will
show 000000 because the generated higher digit the seventh one overflows from the register. The same
happened with Al Bundy's Dodge car which in the episode "Get outta Dodge" (0817) ran more than one million
mile, so the counter showed again zeros. For the old Dodge Al could get a new Viper, but he of course messes
everything up.In computer science is common problem that in a given position we have to determine the
greatest and smallest representable number. Let's the number of positions is the base number of the numeral
system
In case of
We get the greatest number, when in every position is

so

We could also use the sum of the geometric series.

If the number does not have fractional part
and
For example in case
Decimal:
Binary:
13
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If the numbers fractional part left over, so the integer part is zero, then n + 1 = 0 (so h=m)
and

azaz

so in case of
Decimal:
Binary:
The smallest number in case of non-negative numbers is in every numeral system is the zero. However in many
cases we should determine that smallest fractional number which is representable on position. In this case on
the last position there is 1 digit on the other places 0s.
For example in case of 4 integer and 2 fractional digits the
representable greatest and smallest number is
Binary:

, respectively

Decimal:

respectively

Hexadecimal:

, respectively

Depending on which numeral system we work with, we could represent more or less identical numbers in the
same length register. When the base number is greater the indicating digits are greater too, as a result we can
represent more numbers in a constant h length (position) register. The question comes to mind: in what based
numeral system could we represent by the fewest notation the set of numbers which contains maximum
identical numbers.
Thesis. That value on which based a numeral system, by the fewest notation we could represent the set
containing identical numbers is the base of natural based logarithm.
PROOF. Let's suppose = constant and in the -based numeral system we have to use
sum of the number of necessary notations is
since every position can get
determinable, since it is equals with

(

is the

position for this. The

different notation. On the other hand the value of the
element termed repeated variation so
which from

constant is

... based natural logarithm.)

Substitute this to the previous equitation, the problem can be originated back to determine the minimum of the
function.
The first differential of :

To determining the extreme finding the zero of
we conclude to the equitation

which from

Since
, if
increasing on the

and
, ha
, so is strictly decreasing on the interval
interval so f has an absolute minimum on the
.
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On the other hand

furthermore

so because of
the
), but because the physical
implementation as we indicated before, it is reasonable that in computer science we use the
based
noteset binary numeral system. There were experiments to create computers based on
numeral systems but
they did not worked well.
For example consider the
representable in 10 positions

identical number. These numbers in binary numeral system can
.

so to this representation we need
indicators. In decimal numeral system to
represent
number
we need positions but to implement these we need
indicators. In the
five-based numeral system since
it is representable on five positions and we need even on four positions

indicators.

5.2. 1.5.2Binary, Octal and Hexadecimal numeral system
It is obvious in the binary numeral system we need relatively lot positions to represent a number. On computer
representation ? for example displaying the physical content of the memory or disk ? we use often the
quintessential less position-using 8-based or 16-based numeral system. These called Octal and Hexadecimal
numeral systems. shows a hex-editor in runtime.
1.3. Figure. Hexeditor shows a .htm file's binary content
Instead of applying long converting algorithms we get done the conversion by simply creating groups. We
utilize that both 8 and 16 is an integer power of 2. Namely
and
According to this when we want
to convert a binary number we have to make groups from the digits left and right from the ?binary-point? (which
divides the integer part from the fractional part) triad (group of three) and tetrad (group of four) what is match
for one Octal or Hexadecimal digit. The algorithm works backwards too.

Example

Check the result by converting back both numbers into decimal:

Convert back the binary
number using the tetrads to hexadecimal numeral system:

which is in decimal

15
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During the backwards conversion we might need additional zeros in order to create the triads or tetrads.
Forgetting this causes often an error. For example
, the correct solution is the following:

Definition. The positions in binary numeral system where either 0 or 1 could be written we call bit, as the
abbreviation of the binary digit.

5.3. 1.5.3Convering decimal numbers
Deinition of numeral systems at the same time gives a conversion algorithm from any
based numeral
system to decimal. In the further section we seek for an algorithm to convert decimal numbers into any numeral
system. By this we also solve the problem of converting from any numeral system to any numeral system.
Regard any decimal number. The integer part of is integer in any positional notation numeral system, and
the fraction part is a fraction. So we convert the integer part and the fraction part separately. So let's
where

indicate the integer part,

indicate the fraction part.

5.3.1. Converting the integer part.
This algorithm is common since the high school students meet with it. In the following section we prove the
correctness of the algorithm. We could write the
number in the -based numeral system (observe that now in
the sum-expression goes from to ):

Our task is to determine the unknown digits. Based on the above formula we can determine the latest digit the
because when we divide the
by we get an
integer, and the remainder will be equal with . Obviously
true that
.
Continuing the algorithm; namely set out

again:
so divide

by

we get

and the remain is

Therefore the next digit will be in the based numeral system on the next position. We have to continue the
algorithm until zero quotient; the remaining we get the will be the digit with the highest value.

Examples
1. Convert

to the Octal numeral system.

123:8 = 15 and remains 3,
15:8 = 1 and remains 7,
1:8 = 0 and remains 1,
For the above algorithm it is well-known the formula below, where the quotient goes to the left, the remain to
the right and the digits will be read from below to above.

2.Convert the

to Hexadecimal numeral system.
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It is important to indicate the algorithm is finite.

5.3.2. Converting the fractional part.
Getting back to the problems we examine the fractional part of the

Multiply

which from

number too.

by :

is the integer part of the series and the fractional part multiplied by :

The integer part of the series
gives the second fractional
digit, and we will repeating the procedure further. Opposite the preceding algorithm, the procedure might be not
ends by the fractional part becomes zero, since the decimal number written its finite form is not always could be
written in finite form in another numeral system.
Examples
1. Convert the

to Octal numeral system.

We may write the procedure in a more simple form.

Reading out is from the above to below at the integers on the left.
2. Convert the

by the above algorithm to Binary numeral system.

3. Convert the

to Hexadecimal numeral system.

5.4. 1.5.4Tasks to convert across numeral systems
1. Convert to Decimal the above numbers. a)
f)
g)
h)
i)
2. Convert the following numbers to Binary: a)
3. Convert to Hexadecimal the numbers below. a)

b)

c)
k)

j)
b)

c)
b)

d)
c)

d)
l)

e)

e)

f)
d)

e)

f)

4. Which is the greatest number is Hexadecimal numeral system on six integer digits converted to Decimal?
5. To represent the number 99999 how many positions do we need in Hexadecimal-, Octal-, 4-based-, and
Binary numeral system?
6. Which is the greatest number representable on 4, 8, 15, 16, 24, 32 bit in the 0-based numeral system? Draw
your answer in order of magnitude too, for example: in case of 16 bit over 10 thousand.
7. Create a spreadsheet which contains the powers of 2, 8, 16. 8. Complete the following operations with the
Binary numbers, then check it by converting to Decimal. a)
11110,01
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+ 1011,10

b)
111100101,01
+ 111111101,11

c)
11110,01
- 10001,10

d)
100111,1000
- 10111,1111

9. Convert the operations below by the Hexadecimal numbers. a)
ABBA
+ EDDA

b)
ABC,DE
+ 123,AA

c)
BB,BB
+ CCC,CC

d)
AAA,AA
18
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- A,AB

e)
2DB,28
+ 17D,60

f)
2DB,28
-17D,60

g)
1000,10
- 111,11

8. In the Decimal numeral system

Is it also true in a Binary positional notation numeral system?
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3. fejezet - 2 THE INFORMATION
1. 2.1The concept of the information
Mankind became friendly at first by the material, and just on the 18 -19th centuries met with the energy, and
finally in the 20th century discovered the information. We had to get to the nowadays organization level to
recognize: the information plays as important role in the world, as the material or the energy. Among the air,
water, food and shelter information is one of the human basic needs. Our life what's more even our existence
depends on we get the right information, or sense them in time. See the pit or obstacle in front of us, hear the
noise of the approaching car, feel the temperature, understand the verbal or written statements significant to us,
etc. The brain could maintain its normal healthy state if it consumes new information which grows our
knowledge. Knowledge to be communicable - namely to become information - needs to have a material agent,
and to get to the recipient needs to energy. Information is differentiated from energy and material by that the
laws of conversations are not applying for it. Information is destroyable and creatable. To preserve important
information there are strict protection orders. Above we tried to circumscribe the concept of the information. In
quotidian meaning information is knowledge or news about unknown or less-known things or events. Its exact
formulation is as hard as the definition of the material. The knowledge or the news just substitutes the
information by another word. The knowledge or news is not yet information itself. Because if someone knows it
him it does not mean any information; on the other hand if someone does not understand it, or cannot conceive,
him it not information neither.
The important accompaniment of the information is it can announce any new, with other words it put an end to
obscureness which make us decision, response, or change our behave. We stop to talk our friend, read a
newspaper, the screen of the TV, a song heard on a concert, the road sign, the flower we smell, the food we
taste, all announces information to us. Essential parts of communication of the information, its possessor should
dress it in a communicable form, code it, which has to be transmitted to the recipient; who if really received it,
decoded it, could respond by act, change his behave, or by new information.
Definition. The information would differ in its content or form, but their essence is the same: sings carrying new
knowledge, which make us to some activity (response, decision).
In the relationship between man and information there were six significant stages so far.
• speech, which is the basic form of communicating toughts and information
• writing, which made the information independent from memory
• printing, which played main role during spread the information
• telecommunication which created the possibility to information -interconnection
• electronic processing of the information which made the dialog possible between man and machine
• spreading the internet which made possible the free flow of the information and its exponential growth.
In the latest centuries the evolution of society was described by exponential information-production and
increasing the speed of flowing information. People had to make decisions in more and more complex situations
based on more and more information quicker and quicker. The extremist example is controlling space rockets
where considering the parameters of the orbit, literally man has to make decision immediately. As the effect of
information-explosion the information become the subject of work, as the material and energy. In connection
with matter and energy, we make four main operations: store, transport, conversion, process. For this we have
the appropriate machinery and devices. Since information could be related closely with material and energy, it
seems to be practical to examine the four basic operation connected with information as the subject of work;
which determines the technical devices related the operations.
• Collecting: measuring instruments, sensors.
• Storage: film, sound recorder, DVD, Bluray Disc, hard disc, server farms, clouds, Cloud computing etc.
• Transport: telecommunication, network devices. Wired and wireless data transfer.
20
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• Conversion: informatics devices, digital-converters.
In informatics devices yet the conversion is the main operation - depending on state of development - we find
the other operations (collection, storage, transport) and their special devices too. For example collects
information from measuring device in a process, or from great distances via telecommunication devices and has
many device to store.

2. 2.2Path of the information (transportation)
Every communication of the information we can recognize at least three components:
1. Transmitter or source.
2. Receiver or sink.
3. Transport media or channel which transfers the announcement from the transmitter to the receiver.
On the channel just particular -depending on the physical properties of the channel - kind of signs could be
transferred. Since the announcement to be communicate we have to express the information transferable signs
on the channel (code it) then, after the channel we have to convert it again for the receiver (decode it).
The general scheme of the information transportation is the follows.

The transmitter is the object which provides the information namely transfer

2.1.
signs. For example the letters of the alphabet, morse-code (dot, dash, pause etc.) The coder this announcement
converts for transfer trough the cannel, so it expresses them by the help of the sings which transferable on the
channel. We could call the signals given by the source an alphabet of a communication language which from a
word or an announcement could be made.
Coding: such algorithm which from finite alphabet of a language a makes one-to-one correspondence with the
words of another language. The channel transfers the announcement towards the receiver. In the channel may
occour unwanted sources; for example noise on TV, crosstalk on telephone etc. Such sources we call noise
sources, or noise.
The encoded announcement should be less sensitive to the noise. In informatics it is a requirement the noiseless
data transfer. The decoder interprets the announcement on the output side of the channel, that is, converts the
information its original form to the receiver.
Decoding: Reverse of coding.

2.2. 2.3 Measurement of information
Creating and implement of information-transfer machines, is only makes sense, if we can measure the
information in some form. So that it is necessary, make the information manageable by mathematics.
Information theory is a new branch of probability theory which is examines the mathematical problems of store,
transfer, and conversion of the information. Basics of the information theory was funded by C. Shannon in
1948-49. In order to measure the information we have to define the measure units. Creating its concept we have
to consider it is independent from the
• content and
• form
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of the information.
We have to proceed as the postman when determine the cost when post a telegram. He just consider the words,
does not care about the content. Before the generic definition of the measure, let's examine a simple source of
information which provides
signals with equal probability.
Determine quantity of the information for one signal. The question is could be formulated in a way, how many
information does it mean to select one signal from the 8. Rephrase the problem, we ask someone to select a
number from the 8, and answer our question by yes or no. In this way we get information after our question, we
eliminate obscureness. By how many question could we determine the selected number?
Algorithm:
1. question: Is it greater than 3?
By this we reduce to the half the obscureness because it is either in the first half, or in the second.
2. question: If it is in the first half, is it greater than 1?
If it is on the second half, is it greater than 5? Again, by this we reduce to the half the obscureness.
3. question: Depending on which two digit left, we ask the number:
If the answer is yes, then we found the number, if not the answer could be found either.
Writing the answers for the questions as 1 or 0s, we could find the wanted digits Binary form which is also
provides the wanted number.
So to select the number we need 3 questions or 3 piece of binary digit, so we can say the information to one
signal is 3 units.
Definition. If the transmitter (source) gives the

signals, and

furthermore the probability of the signals are the same, namely

then applying the above procedure to select a particular element of an element signal-set we need questions,
so the information to one signal is . Those thoughts are suggested for the measurement of the information the
-based logarithm of so
(In the further the 2-based logarithm is indicated by

).

Its measure is so
and its name is 1 bit.
Definition. The measure of the information is 1 bit: information quantity to select one from the two equally
probable signal.

Examples
22
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1. How much is represented on a single card of Hungarian card-pack consisting of a 32 card?

2. How much information is represented by a piece of in the chessboard which could step any field?

3. How information is represented by a Decimal digit?
(So it could not be determined by 3 question)
4. For example in living language not every signal carries information, for example after the string
signifi...
everybody knows the "...cant" will be the next. Living languages have some redundancy, which is useful in
everyday communication where due noises in the channel we can still decode.
By our understanding that is not possible, and every word should be a sensible word. This means in an alphabet
consisting from 24 letters even from 3 lettered words we could made up a language consisting of about 14
thousand word (
However, this redundance-free language could be hardy spoken.

2.3. 2.4 Use of binary prefixes
In this section we survey the use of the binary prefixes. The tables are based on the content of Wikipedia. First
we make an survey table about the metric prefixes. Note the variant use of the word billion in the English and
Hungarian language.

Prefix

Signal

Decimal

English name Hungarian
name

yotta

Y

1 000 000 000
000 000 000
000 000

septillion

quadrillion

zetta

Z

1 000 000 000
000 000 000
000

sextillion

trilliard

exa

E

1 000 000 000
000 000 000

quintillion

trillion

peta

P

1 000 000 000
000 000

quadrillion

billiard

tera

T

1 000 000 000
000

trillion

billion

giga

G

1 000 000 000

billion

milliard
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mega

M

1 000 000

million

million

kilo

k

1 000

thousand

thousand

hecto

h

100

hundred

hundred

deca

da

10

ten

ten

one

egy

1

deci

d

0.1

tenth

tenth

centi

c

0.01

hundredth

hundredth

milli

m

0.001

thousandth

thousandth

0.000 001

millionth

millionth

micro

nano

n

0.000 000 001

billionth

billionth

pico

p

0.000 000 000
001

trillionth

trillionth

femto

f

0.000 000 000 quadrillionth
000 001

quadrillionth

atto

a

0.000 000 000
000 000 001

quintillionth

quintillionth

zepto

z

0.000 000 000
000 000 000
001

sextillionth

sextillionth

yocto

y

0.000 000 000
000 000 000
000 001

septillionth

quadrillionth

The memory manufacturers understand the kilo-prefix as 1024, but the hard disc manufacturers 1000. The next
table shows the errors originated from the variant understanding:
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The demand occurred to make a new standard. The 60027-2 SI standard was naturalized by the Hungarian
Standards Board (MSZ) in 2007 and published by the name MSZ EN 60027-2 IEC=International
Electrotechnical Commission, http://www.iec.ch/
According the recommendation in the future the SI prefixes should be used as their decimal understanding
(kilo=1000) even in the computer technic. However the informatics still proven needs for standard binary
prefixes, they suggest new names for them.

According to the table it could be allocated for example 1 kibibit (Kibit) = 1024 bit namely 1024 kilobit (kbit).
Similarly 1 gibibyte (Gibyte) = 1Â 073Â 741Â 824 byte 1073,7 megabyte (Mbyte) or1024 (Mibyte, MiB)
To abbreviate the bit we could use the b however in order to avoid misunderstanding we use it rare. The
abbreviation of the byte is B so we could use the Tbyte or TB. There is a huge resistance against the new
standard for example the in an issue of the JEDEC (Solid State Technology Association in its older name Joint
Electron Devices Engineering Council) in the appendix of an document updated in 2002 there is the following:
the kilo is (as the prefix of the capacity of the semiconductor-memory) is a multiplier by 1024 ( ) value.
Notice the use of the K for indicating kilo. Similarly the mega (M) and the giga (G) are
and
valued
multipliers. We could find a similar paradox measuring the data transfer speed. Here is the default value is the
bit/seconds (bit/s).
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Opposite measuring the memory capacity, here the 1024-approach never used so the measures were always in SI
so using the IEC standard is not necessary in practice.

Typical examples can be found in the wireless (WiFi) standards.:
802,11g = 54 Mbit/s
802,11n = 600 Mbit/s
802,11ac = 1000 Mbit/s
In digital multimedia the bitrate often represents approximately what is that minimal value what is not mean
sensible difference for an average listener or viewer in case of the best compression for the reference sample. In
case of the lossy MP3 standard the bitrate is 32-320 kbps. That is from speech to the highest quality. The FLAC
standard uses lossless compression for audio CD from 400 kbps to 1411 kbps. Maximum 40 Mbps bitrate is
used to store videos on Blu-ray discs.

2.4. 2.5 The entropy and its properties
Defining the measure the
and the similar probability are same strong clauses. In reality the probability of
the signals occurrence is different. For example in Hungarian language (in English too) we use the letter e most
frequently. We use this key the most. This probability is
what means in a long enough text 10 % of the
letters is e.
Definition. A source(system) sending the signals by in order
average information by the

weighted average, so

what we call the entropy or uncertainty of the system.
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We should note that the entropy of the system is an objective measure number, it is not depending on we
understand the information or not. The information is namely in the system and not in the mind of the observer.
The use of the word uncertainty is indicates we get as much information when a signal is being sent, how much
uncertainty is gone. Above definition is not in contradiction the concept above where the probabilities of the
sent signals is equal
and
because the above

so
If the definition represents the reality is depending by the application or
practice. Let's examine a few examples to show this.
1. Let's compare the entropies of three sources. All of them sends two-two signals but by different probabilities.

In case of the third source it is almost sure
the signal will be transmitted. In the second case it is much harder, at the first it is the hardest to predict
which signal will be transmitted. This is in concordance those results, what we got
The uncertainty at the first case is significantly greater than at the third and greater than the
second.
2. Probability in a given place is
on 10th July it will be rain:
it will not:

;

on 20th November will rain:
it will snow:

,

,

,

there will be dry weather:
a. if we are only interested will it rain or not then
and
so the weather on 10th July is more uncertain.
b. If we are interested on the kind of moisture (snow, rain) the weather of 20th November is more uncertain
because
27
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and

3. We have nine similar coins. One of them is lighter: fake. How many measures could we tell by a balance
without measuring weights which one is the fake.
Let's do

measurement. The output of these could be three:

— left pan lowers,
— right pan lowers,
— pans in balance,
so
which from
If we do the measurement in a way the probability of outputs is almost equal then
enough:

measure is

2.4.1. Properties of the entropy function.
Thesis. The

function is continuous in its every pi variables on the

Proof. The logarithmic functions and it's sum continuous on the

interval.

interval.

Thesis. The entropy function and it's all variables are symmetric.
Proof. The entropy function is invariant regarding to the order since the sum is interchangeable. So

Thesis. The entropy function takes its maximum just when the probabilities are equal, so

Proof. The proof is done for

. In this case

és

, furthermore,

If we regard the right side as a function then it will be take its
maximum where its first derivate by p is zero. In the description we use the syntactic of MAPLE computeralgebra system.

which

from the equitation
so

, which fom

namely

and

Since the second derivate

is
in the
absolute maximum in the

,place is negative, so the

point. So
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It is true without general proof that,

Thesis. Rising the number of the signals, furthermore by dissociation the uncertainty is not decrease so
where
Proof. When we prove the statement above then the thesis will be proven too.

2.1 Realigning the left side of the equitation

After this it is only necessary
to deal with the left side the sum. Since so

namely

and

so we proven the statement and so the
thesis too.
Let's see an example: In case of:
let's

felbont

and

, so

Now

on base of

and
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4. fejezet - 3 CODING
1. 3.1 Aim and task of the coding
Coding is one of the most important fields in the informatics-theory from the point of view of data transfer and
applications. The coding is necessary due the fact, the signals of the source are not understandable by the
channel because it could be transmit other kind of signals. Furthermore we want to improve the efficiency of the
transfer, finally we suppose the signals are not distorted by the channel so it is noiseless.
Let's suppose the source transmit
signals by

probability and the channel could transfer
and

signals where
(in general is significantly greater then
so the binary channel which could accept two signals.

Definition. The coding is the one-to-one correspondence of the
should be unequivocally decodable.

) We usually deal

signals to the series of

,

signals in a way it

The one-to-one correspondence means the code-word ordered to the is differs from the one ordered to the
The unequivocal decodability means that to different announcements belongs different code-series.
For a given signal system we could implement more coding rules with the same channel signals. Their
efficiency would differ. It is practical to examine these in close. Look at the following simple coding example.
Let

,

the

signals
the
the encoded announcement.

corresponding

probabilities

and

See the coding rules (K1, K2, K3, K4):

Let's decode the announcement
In case
of K1

10

01

00

01

10

11

10

In case
of K2

100

1000

1

10

1

1

10
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In case
of K3

In
case
of K4

10

10

0

0

10

10

0

0

0

0

110

11

111

01

11

0

0

1st
case
In case
of K4

10

01

0

0

01

10

11

10

2nd
case
We can see the K4 code system does not decode unequivocally the announcement but the others do. Note that
for the unequivocal decoding we did not needed separators between the signals neither the K1, K2, K3.
Definition. Those codes with the announcements are decodable without separator signals we call separable or
unequivocally decodable codes.
The words of natural languages are not separable because unicorn is differs from uni and corn separated by a
space.
The satisfactory condition is of the decodability the none of the codes should be get from another by adding
letters. (None of the codes are the beginning of another).
Definition. hose codes where none of the codes are the beginning of any other code. we call prefix-propertied or
irreducible code.
The codes given in the K2 case are not irreducible, because the 1 is the beginning of the 10 the 100, and so on,
but separable, so it is decodable unequivocally. So the irreducible codes are a limited class of the unequivocally
decodable codes.

2. 3.2 Efficiency of coding
Transmitting codes trough the channel has some "cost". (Think about the cost of a telegram not only depends the
number of the words, but their length too.) The simpliest cost function we get when we order to every the
number of -s made its code namely the length of the code (
) because the average cost is
proportional by the average number of the signals made up the announcement.
Definition. The
signals transmitted
probability by the length
average length weighted by the corresponding probability (prospective value) so

the

We call more efficient those code systems where belongs smaller average code length (word length). The task is
to find and implement such coding algorithm, where the value of the
is minimal.
At the above code systems:In case of K1: since every code

so here

In case of K2:
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In case of K3:

The average code length is at the K3 is the shortest from the above code systems. (K4 code system is not
separable, so examining the average code length is not making sense).
It is demonstrable that the average minimum of the length is
where

is the entropy of the transmitter, m is the number of the signals of the code-

alphabet so

Equality is achievable when

In case of binary code

so

this is achievable when

Since in our example

so K3 code system gives minimal average code length so we can call it the most efficient.
Definition. The efficiency of a coding algorithm is the quotient of the average information content of the coded
signals and the maximum information content of the code alphabet.

At binary code:

. since then

since

Definition. The redundancy of a coding algorithm (diffuseness) can be described by the value

The values of the efficiency and redundancy we express in general by %. The greatest efficiency is equals by the
smallest redundancy by definition.
In our sample task
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So, the K3 is the most efficient code system. Note that the shortest code belongs to the signal by the greatest
probability.
The code is 0 for the signal by

probability - one digit.

The code is 10 for the signal by

probability - two digits.

The code is three digits for the signals by

probability.

3. 3.3Coding algorithms
It is obvious for us how could we create codes by high efficiency, at all separable codes. We deal here mostly
with binary codes since they are important application fields of the computers and automatons.

3.1. 3.3.1Separable binary code
If the separbility is the only stipulation then we could apply the following simple algorithm.
1.1st step: Divide the set of signals
to two arbitrary not null sets

,

Let's order 0 to every element from and 1 to every . 2nd step: We repeat the first step to the generated
subsets until we get in all the subsets with only one signal. We write the 0 and 1 after the codes we got. So
dividing into two parts:
and
and dividing to two parts too:
and . Every element in gets the
code beginning with 00; in
the codes are beginning with 01.
For example if the
subset contains only one sign, then to this signal belongs the 01011 code. To
demonstrate this algorithm, let's bring out again our sample example where

he sets were divided here into equal parts. The generated code system is matches with the K1 code system. It is
obvious the generated code system generates codes with prefix property so it is separable for sure. The
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algorithm in non-binary (for example
order the 0,1,2 signals, and so on.

) case is applicable, we divide the sets into three parts which we

Dividing the signals could be done in many ways. For example we may divide only one signal like the below:

In our example

which is matches with the K3 code system.
Since the efficiency is significantly important therefore in the division the probability should be considered. The
next coding algorithm is based on this.

3.2. 3.3.2 A Shannon - Fano coding
1st step: We write signals descending for their probability.
2nd step: We divide set of the signals into two parts by equal probability if possible. , . For the first subset
we order the 0 digit, for everything else the 1 digit. 3rd step: We repeat the 2nd step for every subset, until every
subset contains just one signal.
In this algorithm due to the equal probable division the 0 and the 1 could occur by equal probability, so the
encoded signals carries almost 1 bit information by signals.
The algorithm is according to our example

provides the K3 code-system which from we have already proven its 100% efficiency. But this efficiency could
be reached only if we implement the division for equal probabilities repeatedly. We should try at least to
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division to "approximate" equal parts. To illustrate this look at the following example where the transmitter
provides seven signals by different probabilities:

We could do the division as the
following way:

The average length:

The entropy:

So the efficiency is:

3.3. 3.3.3 Huffman code
Regarding the fact the pixels of the original picture are made up from equally long elements depending the
colors used (for example 1 pixel is stored on 1 byte) we could achieve a very efficient compression when we
substitute the often occurring elements by shorter code. This is usually the background color. On this theory is
based the Huffman code. We determine the occurrence probabilities or occurrence frequency of the elements of
the input picture. So we regard the elements of input picture as an input alphabet, when the picture uses
maximum 256 colors (1 byte storage) then cardinality of the input alphabet is implicitly is 256. We sort the
elements of the input alphabet by their probability, and we order ever-shorter code to the elements. We get the
occurrence probability for one element when we count all of its occurrences, (this is the occurrence frequency)
then we divide it by the cardinality of the set. Obviously we should generate a lossless unequivocal code. After
the above look at the algorithm which generates a binary tree:
1. Let OP is the set of probabilities.
2. Create the leaf-elements of the tree from the occurrence probabilities.
3. Let

and

the two smallest element of the OP set.

a. Create a new node the

which will the father of the

and

.

b. The label of the edges by the smaller probability let be 0, the greater 1.
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c. Let

. Delete the

and

from the OP set and we put

to the OP set.

4. When the OP set has only one element it is the end. Else continue the algorithm from the 3.
After the end of the algorithm we get a binary tree which letters are the elements of the input alphabet. Starting
from the root writing down the labels on the route to the leaf vertices we get the code of the input element. It is
given from the algorithm that to the root we do not assign a label. Generating the OP set could be done when we
count the occurrence of an element (for example a color) then we divide the value by the length of the input text.
In case of 256 color-picture every pixel is stored on 1 byte, so in this case we divide by the picture's length in
bytes. During the coding we consider the sum of the counted probabilities is 1.
Let in our example the lengths of the elements in the input alphabet 1 byte.

3.1. Figure. The binary
tree of the Huffman code.
After the coding in the coded file the code table is has to be stored too. This contains which code belongs to the
input alphabet. We can achieve a real efficient compression, for example in case of text the compression ratio
could be over 50%.
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The average length:

The entropy:

So the efficiency is:
About different coding algorithms we could find a comparative
analysis on the webpage Binary Essence maintained by Roger Seeck http://www.binaryessence.com

3.4. 3.3.4 Lossy compression
We use lossy compression when the original data set contains unnecessary data which are unnecessary respect
to the final application. Naturally such technics are not in use in medical picture processing, but they are in use
in commercial television. It is given by the incapableness of our eye, that we do not realize some changes on the
TV screen. For example when the color of 50 pixel changes, we do not realize that, so in many cases it is not
necessary to use to high color-depth, or contrast edges. These solutions are applied in the JPEG and MPEG
format files where we could adjust the inverse relationship value of compression-efficiency and picture quality.

4. 3.4 The Necessary and Sufficient Conditions of the
unequivocal coding
Thesis In order to exist a prefix code system which is unequivocally decodable (in case of
signal) order to the signals long words it is Necessary and Sufficient Conditions that

piece coding

A1,A2,...An signals
h1,h2,...hn lengths

When for example

in binary code system it is necessary and sufficient condition is s

For application examine when is it exist such prefix code consisting from
-lengthed. According the thesis

so
In this case of

to

code-words in which every word is

namely
signals

so like this by 8-length words the 256 signals could be coded which is prefix
too. The prefix property simply comes from every codeword is different. So we can for example code 256 colors
on 1 byte.
We note the condition is not only has prefix property but necessary condition of all unequivocal code system.
Examine which are the unequivocal decodable in our sample-task:
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So we can conclude to the following:

Example: Determine that smallest m value for it is designable a prefix length code with the following word
length frequencies::

Based on the thesis discussed above:
namely
tehát
so the m=3 is the smallest value so the binary code is not construable. A possible
implementation:
00 1000 2000
01 1001 2001
02 1002

5. 3.5 Tasks
1. A source transmits the
vprobabilities. Given the following code systems.

signals

by

le

a. Determine which are the unequivocal decodable code systems.
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b. Which are prefix?
c. Determine the average length of the decodable codes and their efficiency.
d. Generates any of the codes minimal average length?
2. Give the all of the possible prefix binary codes

signals maximum.

3. Determine the following wordlength by the frequency are corresponding for an unequivocal binary code?
a.
b.
4. Give all the possible prefix binary code which codes the in 3 digit length words the following signals:
a.
b.

jeleket.

5. Give such code systems in which it is available the minimum length of the average code length in case of
binary code.
6. Write the binary codes belong to the following characters (ASCII and EBCDIC).

7. Read those hexadecimally-encoded (in ASCII) messages:
a. 455A542049532054414E554C4E49204B454C4C;
b. 4946582B593D395448454E593D3130.
8. Wirte the following announcements to hexadecimal ASCII code.
a. DATAS;
b. Datas;
c. IF MAX < A[I] THEN MAX = A[I];
d. Y = LOG(5 + ABS(SIN(2))).
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1. 4.1 Concept of data
In the previous sections we have been get to know those characters which help to give the information and store
them for the computer.
Definition. The stored, displayed information we call data.
With the name data we meet often in everyday life:
• salary data , enroll data, statistical data, measure data, etc.
• data process, data store, data transfer, etc.
The information and data names are in general same.
information-process -- data process
information-carrier -- data carrier etc.
We should not forget the data is just the carrier of the information which is exist for everybody but not
necessarily information since it has meaning. So data and information are not identical concepts.
In everyday life
1. numeric (countable quantity) data for example the salary of the employee, scholarship for a student born of
the year of the student, telephone number, ESR, etc ... and
2. alphabetic, or alphanumeric name of the student, address, qualifications of the employee, matrial status,
education, etc are occur.
These data are differ from each other in many ways. One could be measured, other calculated from other data.
Data can also inherited, get or grab from other entities etc. We are interested in the first instance what way are
they similar. It is clear from enumeration all data is belongs to something or someone. Precisely data is the
property of an entity or object is stored form. An entity could have more property. For example name of the
student, place of birth, year of birth, etc. One property could belong to many entities, for example the same year
of birth could belong to many students.
Both the number of the entities and the could be theoretically infinite. It is important about in connection a
dataprocess-task:
• select the finites set of the entities take part in the process
• determine the finite set of the necessary properties for the process
Regarding the above always during data-process task everytime a table could be made, in which columns are the
data for the entities similar properties; in the rows all properties of the entities one by one. For example data
about students:

Code

Name

Date of B.

City

Average

Job of the
supporter

100

Ács Ferenc

1969.01.22

Eger

4,1

teacher

101

Balla Béla

1969.05.07

Maklár

3,5

tailor
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102

Csende
Károly

1968.11.12

Eger

3,5

vendor

Above grouping expresses correlation between the data elements. This structure is the base of the so-called
database managing systems, which we will deal later.

2. 4.2Elemental data types
In our table data belonging to the Code property are real, to Average are real. The Date of Birth is date, Name,
Address and Job of the supporter are strings. Type is the most important property of data take part in computerprocessing.
Definition. Giving the data type is determines the set of values and their representation in the memory.
Data types could be two different kinds:
1. elemental-data types, which does not have inner structure for the user
2. complex-data types or structures or data structures which consists of element-data types.
We could determine the data type the form its form or by its description in the program. We could define
datatypes for example color, month, day type, but the application of these is depending on the program
language.
We just mention those datatypes which the the most program languages can handle.
Elemental data types:
1. it could be always an integer number. Every numeric operation is possible. for example
2. Real, Double: type data it could be a fractional number. By these we could do lots of operations which are
common from the mathematics. Examples:
. We have to mention that spreadsheets are
following the local settings, but program languages don't. They use decimal dot instead of coma.
3. Logical/Boolean: It could be just two values: true or false. However, we could indicate this in other ways.
Most important operations: Negation (not), Conjunction (and), Disjunction (or), Antivalent, (xor)
4. Character data:
a. It could be only one character. Representation in case of ASCII code in one, in case of UNICODE in 2
bytes based on their inside code. Applicable operations are comparesion, giving code, generating next or
last character. Examples: A; 8; $ ; %
b. By other explanation some program languages regarding element type the string or text type, since the
operations are being done with the whole data, not just a part of it. In this respect the character is a text
consisting of one character. So the above a) explanation is not necessary. The applicable operations are
comparesion, concatenation. Examples: EGER; ALGOL-60; NAGY IMRE.
The representation in the memory of the enumerated elemental types will be discussed later.

3. 4.3 Complex data types, data structures
We could compose from elemental data types different data structures. If we look at our table, there are similar
data types in the columns in particular order.
Definition. A finite data sequence consisting from similar data we call an array.
The simplest array is the vector known from mathematics for example:
which is indicated in informatics like this:
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or this:

is the name of the array, all the elements are similar, we refer to any element by its index.
array element.

a is the th

Sorting data types when we unify more properties with similar types, could be done in two dimensions. For
example production results in the five workday of the week by employee. The matrix arrangement is similar
from mathematics.

which is consist of
we refer to the row j. element by the

rows and columns, this structure is called two dimensional array and
notation.

The number of dimensions in the arrays could be increased, however in practice most of the tasks could be done
by two dimensional arrays.
We could mention here, if we regard elemental type one character, then the text or the strings are complex data
types too; they has similar structure as the array: such string where the cardinality may change. Look at one row
of the table. These data has different types, but logically connects they are about one student.
Definition. The record is the connection of logically consisting data to one unit.
(The definition does not exclude the build up the record from different types neither) Similarly, the record is
identified by its name. The parts of the record (fields) has name too. In this way it is possible to reach the
elements of the record. In our example let the record name STUDENTS the elements (fields) name CODE,
DATEOFBIRTH,ADDRESS,AVERAGE,JOB. By such names we may refer to the students name by
STUDENTS.NAME
their address by
STUDENTS.ADDRESS
In data processing tasks it is necessary to identify the entity so the record belonging to it, and to differ it from
the others. We reach it by building an identifier into the record. In our table the NAME could be such an
identifier, but in the reality it could exist more students with the same name, so we can get rid of this idea. It is
obvious the only identifier could be the CODE (we suppose it is an enumeration number for example, and it
occurs only once)
Definition. The identifier or the key is such property or property group of the entity which occurs in a given case
only once.
In the census the citizen is identified by an identification number, so they can "reach" his data easily. If we
collect all the record in a storage device (disc, tape) of all the entities we get for the table.
Definition. Mostly those data structures stored on a storage device which elements are records we call a file.
Picturing the hierarchy of data:
record consist of data : A1,A2, ...,
file consist of records: R1,R2, ...,
database from files: F1,F2, ... is build up.
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IN COMPUTER
Since data is build up from characters and their codes are 8 or 16 bit bit-sequences and computer storages
smallest unit is a byte consisting from 8 bit; so in rough formulation all data is a bit-sequence in one or more
bytes. We already indicated the fact, giving the data type is determines its representation. The representation of
the described types, storage could be basically two kinds: One of them is the storage of numeric type (real and
integer) numbers in operator-applicable form, the other is the string, text encoded representation. The integer
number could be represented in a way the fractional point (decimal point, binary point) is fix after the number.
This fractional point could be imagined somewhere else, but we cannot note it the machine ignores this. This
kind of number representation we call fixed point representation opposite the representation of the real numbers
where the place of the fractional point is not fix hanem it can be "float" This we call floating point
representation.

1. 5.1 A fix point number representation
We represent the fix point numbers in one two, four, or eight byte so 8, 16, 32, or 64 bit long bit-sequence. We
imagine the fixpoint after the bit-sequence and we deal only the integer type numbers. This restriction does not
mean any limitation. The representation of the numbers we do not implement by their coding by character to
character, because on 2 byte we could represent only 2-digited numbers, and we did not considered if it is signed
or unsigned. If we convert the numbers to binary we get a more economic solution. For giving the sign we do
not need a byte if we use for this the first bit of the bit sequence.
Definition. Representing numbers we call the first bit sign-bit which value is 1 if the number is positive, 0 of the
number is negative.
Value of the sign bit is take part in operations as a value.
1. Representing positive numbers on two bytes is being done like this: the first bit is zero then follows the
binary form of the number. Since
so this is looks like this:
0|0000000|10110111
The greatest number representable on 2 byte is

, which is in binary

2. Representing negative numbers on 16 bit has two-complement which ensures on the first bit has to be 1.
Examine what does that mean?
Since we created the fixed point representation due to doing operations, when we would just simply write the
numbers binary form, and add them we would not get appropriate result. Example:

Representing
on the last bit it is 1. Representation of the 1 should be such number, which add to +1 bit by
bit we get into 0. This regulation is satisfied only by a bit sequence with complete 1s. Doing the addition we get
a clear sequence of 0s except the 17th position. Which is corresponds to , because for the 17th position there is
no more room. We say it overflows. In the further section examine how to make complement and what is its
significance.
Definition. In a -based numeral system a number (p-1) 's complement is that number which completes the
number to
on every position.
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For example the nine's complement of 354 is 645. The one's complement of

is

.

Note that in binary numeral system making complement is a very simple operation; since it is a negation bit by
bit. For every bit we write 0 instead of 1 and 1 instead of 0.
Definition. In the -based numeral system we get the p's complement by adding 1 to the
For example the ten's complement of 354 is 645 + 1 = 646. The

's complement.

two's complement is

Since the representation of +183 is
0000000010110111 the one's complement of this is 1 | 1111111011001000 + 1 two's-complement namely the
representation of -183
1 | 1111111011001001 REMARKS: We may create two's-complement in the following way: we write the bits
from the end to back until and including the first 1 unchanged. After this we invert all the bits.
Example:
000011011000 is 111100100111 two's-complement.
The negative numbers could spread on 2 byte until
which one's complement is
which is 32767. Its two's complement is greater by one: 32768.
Summarizing

number on two bytes between

The fact we represent the negative numbers by their complements makes the subtraction as operation
unnecessary. It could be handled on the following way:

Example:

The result is a negative number its value given by its two's complement
which is 13 and really
Fix-point representation has a disadvantage among its advantages. Namely the sum of two numbers cannot be
always calculated since the result of the addition could not be greater than for example 32767 otherwise
overflow occurs. Example

which is obviously false. For these overflows user must pay
attention.
The next table shows the c# integer variables.
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Type

Value set

Size

sbyte

-128...127

Signed 8 -bit

byte

0...255

Unsigned 8-bit

char

U+0000…U+ffff

Unicode 16-bit

short

-32 768 ... 32 767

Signed 16-bit

ushort

0 … 65 535

Unsigned 16 bit

int

-2147483648 … 2147 483 Signed 32-bit
674

uint

0 … 4294967 295

long

-9 223372 036 854 775 Signed 64-bit
808 …

Unsigned 32-bit

9 223372 036 854 775 807
ulong

0… 18 446 744 073 709 Unsigned 64-bit
551 615

During programming it is worth to consider the value-set of the integers.
In general if we have an unsigned number on n bits, then the set is

If we have signed number on n bit, the the set is

For example in case of 1 byte numbers:

2. 5.2 Floating point number representation
We use the floating point number representation to represent real numbers. It is a method actually which
converts the real numbers into an approximate real numbers since the computers could deal only with finite long
digit sequences. While in fixed point representation as we mentioned above, the binary point stays fix, at
floating point it could ?float? in this way we could represent values in more wide range.

2.1. 5.2.1 FLOPS
The measure of the operation speed of the processors is the FLOPS (FLoating point OPerations Per Second) The
first universal computer was the EINAC its design started in 1943 mostly for military purposes. (it was used for
calculations for the H-bomb) Its computing power was 5 Kiloflop/s 5000 additions per second. To illustrate the
evolution, the fastest computer today is the Titan (560,640 CPUs, 261,632 NVIDIA K20x cores) which
computing power is 17.59 Petaflop/s. Remarks: About the fastest supercomputers in the world you can learn at
the www.top500.org site.
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2.2. 5.2.2 Floating point number
In floating point representation we define every number in series form. In this case, a floating point number
could be represented in the following form:
, where
N is the floating point number,
m: is the mantissa,
A: is the base of the applied numeral system,
k: is the power (characteristics).
Remarks: Both the mantissa and the power could be negative.

2.3. 5.2.3 Normalization
Before we go on we have to indicate, we make difference between the normal form in mathematical respect, and
computional respect.
Normalizing into integer
In mathematical respect the value of the mantissa ( ) is
, where
and is the base of the
numeral system. In this case we normalize to integer so the value of the mantissa will be a number from the
ranfe of
5.1 Example.
In case of a decimal number:

5.2 Example.
In case of binary number:

It is noteable, in the places of integers is always 1, so storing these is unnecessary. We call this for implicit bit.
So the value of the stored mantissa is:
m: 0011001
Normalizing to fraction
In case of normalizing into fractions we pull the binary point until the value of the mantissa will be between
.
5.3 Example.
In case of a decimal number:

5.4 Example.
n case of binary number:
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In this case the value of the 2 bit is always 1 so storing this is unnecessary. The value of the stored mantissa is
obviously the same of the above.
m: 0011001
Remarks: Before the further operations we have to put back in both case the implicit bits otherwise we get an
incorrect result.

2.4. 5.2.4Shifted characteristic
During representation the computer does not to have to store the base of the numeral system since every
operation is being done in binary. The computer provides a defined number of storage for both the mantissa and
the power, so these must be stored. The mantissa as we mentioned before is a real fractional its representation
could be done in base of twos-complement.
However the representation of the exponent is being done in spanned mode (with more code) This solution is
called shifted or offset characteristic. In this case we call k the characteristic of the floating point number.
According to the feszített (stretched) representation we shift the characteristics into the range of the positive
numbers, so the negative will be representable without we have to represent the sign.
For the measure of the shift there are two common solutions:
for example in case of normalizing into fraction,
for example in case of normalizing into integer.
where n a is the number of the bits for representing the characteristics. In this way the shifted characteristic
could be calculated with the following correlation
k=e + d
where e is the power we want to represent.
When we have 8 bits to represent the characteristic, the measure of the shift is:

The exponent to be represented in the 4th example:

In binary form:

2.5. 5.2.5 Representing floating point numbers
Exposing for more examinations the floating point number, we can observe it has a greatest element
.
This occurs when the mantissa and the characteristic gets the greatest value. The smallest positive number we
get when we take the smallest normalized mantissa and the characteristic. It is ensue from the above, the
smallest representable number is the
and the greatest negative number is the
. All of these we can
ascertain the is a bounded set symmetric to which is part of and it has finite number of elements. To
illustrate the above, look at the following example. Represent the floating point number on byte in the
following way: the first bit will be the sign, the next the characteristic, the left the mantissa. In the meaning
of normalized representation mode the mantissa (on the first bit could be only 1) between
and
the
characteristics (shifted) between
and
could take up values. We get the greatest representable
number, when the characteristic takes up the value
and the mantissa
.

The smallest positive number

we get when the value of the mantissa is
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Remarks: The number of the representable floating point numbers on byte is with the 8 different mantissas
and the possible characteristics with the negative numbers and the zero is:
.

2.6. 5.2.6 The ANSI/IEEE 754 standard
The standardization of the floating point numbers was began in 1977. The aim was the compatibility of different
architectures. They collected the best solutions from every architecture, which was accepted by the biggest CPU
manufacturers (Intel, AMD, Motorola,) in 1985. The IEEE 754 standard defined two different precision in
decimal and binary.
- single precision 32 bit,
- double precision 64 bit.
The today version the IEEE 754-2008, which contains the original IEEE 754 and the IEEE 854-1987 (floating
point representation independent from the base) standards defines five basic formats. Three basic binary
floating point formats, (coded 32, 64 or 128 bit) and two decimal basic format (coded 64 or 128 bit).

Name

Know Bas Numbers k
kmax. Decima Decima
n
e
min
l
lk max.
name
.
number
s

binary1 Half 2
6
precis
ion

10+1

-14 +15

3,31

4,51

binary3 Singl 2
2
e
precis
ion

23+1

+127 7,22
126

38,23

binary6 Doub 2
4
le
precis
ion

52+1

+102 15,95
102 3
2

307,95
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binary1 Quad 2
28
precis
ion

112+1

+163 34,02
163 83
82

4931,7
7

decimal
32

10

7

-95 + 96

96

decimal
64

10

16

+ 384 16
383

384

decimal
28

10

34

+614 34
614 3
3

6144

7

bit. The first bit the sign-bit which is the sign of the number to be represented; on the following 8 bit is the
shifted characteristic is represented ; finally on the last bit the mantissa . It is important to remark, the sign
bit value is if the number is positive, if it is negative. Furthermore, the value of the fixpoint number is
normalized to integer, so the value of the shift is
. In the case of the sign the
and the
are
reserved for special cases. such as 0,
and the
(Not a Number). In the next table there are collected
the characteristic and mantissa bit values belonging for the different accuracies.
Precision Sign Characteristic Mantissa
single (32 bit) 1 bit 8 bit 23 bit
double (64 bit) 1 bit 11 bit 52 bit
quad (128 bit) 1 bit 15 bit 112 bit
Remarks: In case of double precision the representable range:

5.5 Example.
Represent the number

as a floating point number.

Integer part:
Fractional part:
Binary form:
Normalized form to integer:

Mantissa (23 bit):
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Characteristic (8 bit):

Sign bit (1 bit):

In table:

0

10000100

00110010010100011110101

Hexadecimal form:
0100 0010 0001 1001 0010 1000 1111 0101

Remarks: Obviously the
equal symbol.

is not identical with the hexadecimal value of the number N so we do not use an

5.6 Example.
Which decimal numbers hexadecimal form is the following:
Binary form:

Grouped:
Sign-bit:
So it is a negative number.
Characteristic:

Mantissa:

Putting the implicit bit back:
Normal form:

Binary form:
Decimal form:
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2.6.1. Underflow, overflow.
As the above examples shown, the real numbers in many cases could not be represented precisely. The number
could not be represented precisely even at
bit accuracy. Furthermore we cannot represent the too big
or too small numbers either. In bit the smallest 2
1,2 x 10 . In this case we got an underflow error
message.
In addition we get underflow error message when we want to represent a number greater than (2–2
10
,

)2

3,4 x

2.7. 5.2.7 Special values
Signed zero
The IEEE 754 standard handles the zero singed. That means there is exists positive zero "+0", and a negative
zero"-0". These behave during an operation similarly. There are some cases when they are different. For
example "1/-0" is the negative infinity (exactly) and the. The difference between "+0" and "-0" is in case of
complex operations.
Remarks: The most arithmetic operations which result is 0 gets the +0 value.
Representing the infinity
The standard similarly as in the case of signed zero differs two values for representing the infinity. (
and
). In case of bit representation the hexadecimal form of the negative infinity is
, the form of the
positive infinity is
. The infinity is handled as an infinite great number, so there is operation with
infinity, so the following operations are possible:
5.7 Example.
operations with infinity

where
5.8 Example.
with concrete values

2.7.1. NaN Not a Number.
In the above examples we met the value which is a special value; it is used for to indicate invalid values such as
, vagy
operation return values.
The special floating point formats of the IEEE 754/1985 standard
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The following table contains the special floating point formats of the IEEE 754/1985.

Name

Sign

Exponent part Mantissa part

Normalized value s

Any exponent Any numeric value

Denormalized
value

s

000…000

Non-zero numeric
value

Zero

s

000…000

0

Negative infinity

1

111…111

0

Positive infinity

0

111…111

0

Indicator 'not a
number' (NaN)

x

111…111

Non-zero numeric
value

Simple 'not a
number' ( NaN)

x

111…111

Non-zero numeric
value

2.8. 5.2.8 Rounding
It occurs often the precise value cannot be represented on 128 bit; therefore the standard requires the correct
rounding.
Rounding could be done basically in four ways:
1. Truncation (Round toward zero)
Cut all the digits after the

digit.

2. Bankers rounding ( Round to the Nearest Value -tie to even)
Rounding after the
decide depending on the

digit. If this is greater than we round to above; if smaller to below. If , then we
digit. For example round to above when it is even, and below if it is uneven.

3. Round toward Positive Infinity In this case we round above.
4. Round toward Negative Infinity In this case we round below.

2.9. 5.2.9 Tasks
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1. Represent the following numbers in floating point format (IEEE 754 -32 bit).
a, 532.18 b, 0.0035 c, -0.0123 d, 2013.1010
2. Convert to decimal the following hexadecimal numbers.
a, C2C90000 b, 42F02000 c, 3DCCCCCD d, 7F800000
Remarks: You can check the solutions of the tasks on the following link: http://babbage.cs.qc.cuny.edu/IEEE754/

3. 5.3 Operations with floating point numbers
In this section we review the operations regarding the floating point numbers. Primarily we deal with the
arithmetical operators. Obviously other operations are possible with the floating point numbers, but
you will be familiar with them in your further studies for example on the Numeric Methods seminar.
We have to consider the result is in many cases is a non-floating point number. For example when adding two
24 bit number the result will be created in 48 bits. If the result is a non-floating point number, the standard
defines the precise result is the rounded value of the computed value.

3.1. 5.3.1 Relative rounding error
Let
the

and

two floating point numbers. Furthermore the
operations.
is an approximate value of the

operations the computer implementations
.

In further operations:

Relative rounding error in case of

is a normalized number:

Remarks: Above could apply to similarly to the other operations.

3.2. 5.3.2 Simple algorithms to arithmetical operations
Before doing the operations we suppose the operands are in IEEE 754 floating point format.

3.2.1. Addition.
1st step Aligning the binary point:
1. Examine which numbers exponent is greater

. This will be the value of the exponent in the beginning.

2. Calculate the difference between the two exponents. For example
3. If

then we shift the

to the right (

4. If

then we shift the

to the right (

).
).

2nd step Calculate the sum of the mantissas.
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3rd step If it is necessary normalize the result.
Stpng of normalization:
1. We shift the result to the left, decrease the exponent of the result (for example if the result is 0.001xx …),
or
1. We shift the result to the right, increase the exponent of the result (for example if the result is 10.1xx ...)
We continue this until we get at the greatest position 1.
4th step Check the exponent of the result.
1. If it is greater than the allowed maximum (exponent overflow)
2. If it is smaller than the allowed minimum (exponent underflow)
5th step If the results mantissa is 0, we have to set the exponent to zero too.
5.9 Example.
See the operation of the algorithm trough a concrete example.

In floating point form: 0 10001010 00100101001001000000000,

In floating point form: 0 01111110 10000000000000000000000.
1st step
Aligning the binary point:
Since

in the beginning the exponent of the result is:
Shift the

12 pozitions to right:

2nd step Add the mantissas:

+ 0.00000000000110000000000
1. 00100101001111000000000
3rd step
Examine if the result is determined? Yes.
4th step
Examine if the exponent overflew? No.
Examine if the exponent underflew? No.
5th step Examine if the result is zero? No.
Sum: 0 10001010 00100101001111000000000
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3.2.2. Subtraction.

1st step Aligning binary point
1. Examine which exponent of the number is greater
beginning.

. This will the value of the mantissa in the

2. Calculate the difference of the exponents, for example
3. If

then we shift the

to the right (

4. If

then we shift the

to the right (

.
),
).

2nd step Calculate the difference between the aligned mantissas

3rd step If necessary we normalize the result
Stpng of the normalization:
1. We shift the result to the left, decrease the exponent of the result (for example if the result is 0.001xx …) ,
or
1. We shift the result to the right, increase the exponent of the result (for example if the result is 10.1xx ...)
We continue this until we get at the greatest position 1.
4th step Check the exponent of the result.
1. If it is greater than the allowed maximum (exponent overflow)
2. If it is smaller than the allowed minimum (exponent underflow)
5th step If the results mantissa is 0, we have to set the exponent to zero too.

3.2.3. Multiplication.

1st step If the value of any operand is zero we set the result to zero.
2nd step Determining the sign of the result

3rd step Multiplication of the mantissas
Round the result for the bits reserved to the mantissa. (For the simplicity do a Round toward zero)
4th step Calculating the exponent
non-regular

+ non-regular

– difference

5th step If necessary we normalize the result
Stpng of the normalization:
1. We shift the result to the left, decrease the exponent of the result (for example if the result is 0.001xx ...)
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or
1. We shift the result to the right, increase the exponent of the result (for example if the result is 10.1xx ...)
We continue this until we get at the greatest position 1.
6th step Check the exponent of the result.
1. If it is greater than the allowed maximum (exponent overflow)
2. If it is smaller than the allowed minimum (exponent underflow)
5.10 Example.
In floating point form: 1 10000011 00100000000000000000000
In floating point form: 0 10000010 00110000000000000000000
1st step Is any operand zero? No.
2nd step

3rd step Determining the mantissas: The multiplication of two 24 bit mantissas are created in 48 bit.
0101011000000….000000
We have to round the multiplication of the mantissas into 24 (Round toward zero) bit. Now:

4th step Computing the exponent:

5th step Check if the result is normalized? Yes.
6th step
Check if the exponent overflew? No.
Check if the exponent underflew? No.
Eredmény : 1 10000110 01010101100000000000000

3.2.4. Division.
1st step
If the value of is zero, the result is Infinity If both zero, the result is NaN.
2nd step Determining the sign of the result

3rd step Multiplication of the mantissas
Round the result for the bits reserved to the mantissa. (For the simplicity do a Round toward zero)
4th step Calculating the exponent
non-regular

- non-regular

+ difference
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5th step If necessary we normalize the result
Stpng of the normalization:
1. We shift the result to the left, decrease the exponent of the result (for example if the result is 0.001xx ...)
or
1. We shift the result to the right, increase the exponent of the result (for example if the result is 10.1xx ...)
We continue this until we get at the greatest position 1.
6th step Check the exponent of the result.
1. If it is greater than the allowed maximum (exponent overflow)
2. If it is smaller than the allowed minimum (exponent underflow)

3.3. 5.3.3 Tasks
Do the following operations:
a, 1234,56 (+,-, *, /) 191,31
b, 201 (+,-, *, /) 3200,99

4. 5.4 Representing decimal numbers
The BCD (Binary Coded Decimal), is a coding algorithm, which is used to store to decimal numbers (decimal
digits). It is common, that on 4 bit (nibble) we can store 16 different codes, since in decimal the digits are from 0
to 9 what is enough for us. The encoding is fixed-point in a respect we know where the decimal point will be
however due to the different representation we cannot put it in this group.
The question comes into our mind, why is this storage method necessary? At first it is very useful in cases, when
we need to convert our data into a displayable form. So in tasks, when we have relatively few I/O operation. On
the other hand we know converting fractions into binary we receive correct results in the most rare cases. If we
store the numbers in the above method, this in high-accuracy calculations (Banks, Research Centers, etc?) may
cause severe errors. Even the 20th digit could be important meanwhile it is possible even the first digit is
incorrect. Since in this method we do not store the number but the digits. We provide enough nibble to store the
integer part, and the fractional part for the proper accuracy. In case of BCD code the weighting of the bits is 8-42-1, however there exist different codes primarily in the measurement technic, and in automation. (for example
the BCD Aiken code - 2 4 2 1 )
5.11 Example.
BCD code
The equality of 13907 decimal number in BCD code:
13907 = 0001 0011 1001 0000 0111.
Remarks: Numbers greater than 1010 are forbidden, their appearance could cause an error in many system.

4.1. 5.4.1 Number representations, ASCII and EBCDIC code
tables
This kind of number representation has two kinds depending on it is based whether the ASCII or the EBCDIC
code tables; furthermore in both case we have zone, and packed compressed form too.
ASCII
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The ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) is a standardized code system where to
different characters (letters, numbers, control characters, punctuation marks) assigned different binary codes.
The code was developed by the American Standard Institute which is confirmed by United States Patent and
Trademark Office in 1977, and accepted by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (ISO646)
In the beginning it was a 7-bit code which contained 27=128 different bit sequence numbered from 0 to 127.
This is the so-called basic or standard character set (small and capital letters of the English alphabet, numbers,
punctuation marks) Later due to the initiation of the IBM 1 bit extension was added. This code system was
known as Latin1. This extension to 8 bit was made possible to create character set which regards the national
specialities. Between 128 and 255 there are the elements of the so-called extensional character set (special
national characters of many european languages -for example French, German, Greek, etc. - letters with accent,
other in English-non-existing fonts, letters of the Greek alphabet). This are called codepages; for example
Latin1, Latin2, 852. The 852 codepage is accepted by the Hungarian Standard Office; this contains the whole
Hungarian character set.
The whole codepage is available on the following address:
http://www.asciitable.com/Part of the ACSII codepage

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

DEC 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57

HEX 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

EBCDIC
The extension of the BCD code, its name refers to the (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code). The
EBCDIC 38 is a 8 bit code set, which makes possible to text, graphics, and control characters represent on
computer. The rule of the codemaking is inresting: the characters are not coded by simple assignment, but by its
order.
Part of the EBCDIC codepage

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

DEC 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

HEX F0 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9

Signed representation
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The sign and the digits are represented in separated bytes. We store the digit in the lower part of the byte, the
upper part we fill depending on the codepage. (3 or F).
ASCII
1. byte the sign: :
2B +
2D On the further bytes the numbers in ASCII code.

2

B+ /
D-

3

i

...

3

i

0010 1011 0011 i
1101

...

0011 i

5.12 Example.
+-309
+309
2B 33 30 39
00101011 00110011 00110000 00111001
-309
2D 33 30 39
00101101 00110011 00110000 00111001
EBCDIC
1. sign :
4E +
60 On the further bytes the numbers in ASCII code.
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4/6

E+ /
0-

F

i

...

F

i

0100/ 1110 1111 i
0110 0000

...

1111 i

5.13 Example.
+-516
+516
4E F5 F1 F6
01001110 11110101 11110001 11110110
-516
60 F5 F1 F6
01100000 11110101 11110001 11110110
Zoned representation
In zoned representation every digit is stored in different byte. The digit is stored is in the lower part of the byte,
the upper part we fill depending on the codepage. (3 or F). The sign of the number is not stored on a different
byte, but at the first zonesingn.
ASCII
The sign and the digit in the last byte:
if i =0 then 3i ,
else 7i .

3

i

3

i

...

…

3 +7 - i

5.14 Example.
+-418
+418
343138
00110100 00110001 00111000
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-418
343178
00110100 00110001 01111000
EBCDIC
Sign: C instead of +, D instead of -.

F

i

F

i

...

…

C +D i
-

5.15 Example.
+-418
+418
F4F1C8
11110100 11110001 11001000
-418
F4F1D8
11110100 11110001 11011000
Packed compressed form
In packed representation we leave the zone sign, and the representation of the numbers is being done in half
bytes instead of bytes. In this way we can represent two digits in one byte. The sign is being put to the last half
byte. With this form arithmetical operations could be done.
Sign
C instead of + D instead of If the number of the digits is even, we have to write a 0 before the number in order to the representation being
created in whole bytes.
5.16 Example.
+- 31 052
+- 31 052 == 31 05 2C
- 31 052 == 31 05 2D
5.17 Example.
- 453107
- 453107 == - 04 53 10 7D
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000 010 010 001 000 000 011 110
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1

0

4

5

3

1

0

7

D
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1. 6.1The concept of the instruction
In the last section we got to know with the storage and representation of information and data in computer. To
process this data as we indicated before we have to store those instructions based on the task is automatically
step by step results a solution, namely results output information. It is necessary to clear how could we
implement and represent instructions. But first we have to clarify what instructions we could interpret on
computer.
Definition. In the last section we got to know with the storage and representation of information and data in
computer. To process this data as we indicated before we have to store those instructions based on the task is
automatically step by step results a solution, namely results output information. It is necessary to clear how
could we implement and represent instructions. But first we have to clarify what instructions we could interpret
on computer.
The computer-instruction obviously applies for a narrower field. It provides information for the inside operation,
state-change of the machine. The computer as automaton due to the instructions from a start state across the
transitional states reaches the final state. Due to the above process output data will be processed from the input
data.
One computer-instruction basically
• initiate operations or
• does control-tasks.
We differ two kinds of theory; however nowadays the two technology is being mixed.
1. The CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer) This kind of processors instruction set is more and more
complex than the RISC processors. The instructions of the CISC processors are do more elemental operation
in the same time, their machine-code programs are shorter, more transparent which simples the operation of
compiling programs. On the other hand the more complex statements could increase the execution time. Such
processors are the x86 architectures, which is manufactured by the Intel and the AMD.
2. The RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing), Due to its simplicity the RISC theory is used designing
micro controllers. RISC technology is being applied in Oracle (earlier Sun Microsystems) computers, or the
IBM Power Architecture supercomputers. New application field of the RISC technology is the Microsoft
Windows CE (embedded Windows), the market of tablets and ultrabooks and the ARM technology.

2. 6.2Concept of program and algorithm
During a task to be solved by computer is a sequence of precisely described statements; based on them the
machine generates the necessary information to solve the problem.
Definition. The program is sequence of instructions which des-cribe the stpng from a given (changeable) input
data structure to a given output data structure. Executing the program by computer we call dynamic program.
The program consists of mostly two parts: the data definition part and the controlling part. In the data definition
part we declare the data types, in the controlling part we give the content and sequence the statements generating
the result.
Solving stpng of a problem or process, act-sequence, we record in writing.
Definition. The algorithm is the generic unequivocal complete description of the method of solving a problem in
finite stpng.
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Generic in a respect with them more or infinite different problem or task differ only in input data could be
solved. Therefore every algorithm has a range of interpretation.
Unequivocal is in a respect after every step the next step could be determined. Completeness means every step
has a next step, except the last step which is the end of the algorithm.
The concept of the algorithm and statement is independent from the computer; it is valid in general. By
algorithms the execute-sequence of such activities could be described which are not be possible on computers;
however in practice are useful. Many everyday activity is algorithmable.
Describing algorithms there are not particular restrictions. More algorithm describing tool is known. These aim
is to describe the concept of the solution independently from machine and language showing the structural parts
clearly.
Algorithm describing tools:
a) flow chart,
b) structogram,
c) entence-description.

3. 6.3 Tasks for algorithms
1. Write the following formulas its substituted values assuming the machine can do only operation during a
single statement. Evaluate them by spreadsheet too.
a.

b.

c.

d.

2. Write an algorithm which selects a triangle from the set of the existing triangles to determine the exact name
of triangle in case of selecting one.
3. Write an algorithm to determine the sum of given n piece integer number.
4. Do the summarizing until the last member of the sum will be smaller of a given p precison. Write down the
algorithm.
a.

b.
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c.

5. Write an algorithm to calculate the deduction of the advance tax in case of given K salary according to the
applicable law.
6. It is given a year, a month, and a day. Make an algorithm to determine number of the day is this in the given
year.
7. It is given the list in alphabet of the boys and the girls from a class separately. Write an algorithm generates
the list in alphabet of the class.
8. Create an algorithm to decode the following cipher: instead of write the letter we write the next letter
cyclically. (A instead of Z) we do not change the non-letter characters.
9. Write an algorithm to create the Horner-scheme.
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1. 7.1 Expression
The expression is a language element consisting of one operand, or series of operators and operands where the
operators are different operation symbols which connects the operands in the expression. We call primary
expression the operand in the following cases: constant value, identifier, string, procedure call, array index. An
operand could be a bracketed or a bracketless complex expression connected with further operands.
The operation is an activity (series) which is described by the operators. Evaluating the operations is the
executing all the operations. Precedence rules are the rules determining the evaluating order of the expressions.
By these the operations could be grouped by precedence levels. The priority is costumizable by brackets. First
always the bracketed operations are executed.
Remarks: Most of the operators could be overloaded, if its one or more operand could be used by the user or
type.

1.1. 7.1.1 Associativeity
When we deal with many operators on the same precedence level, then the evaluating order is in general left to
the right, except the operations with one operand, two-operands connected with assignment, or operations with
three operand, which evaluation is being done from the right to the left. The order could be customized by
bracketing, since the operations in brackets are executed first.
7.1 Example.
right-to-the-left rule
The
is equal with the expression
assignments right to the left.

since the evaluation is being done in

7.2 Example.
Example. left-to-the-right rule
In the following expression the and the ; furthermore the

the

and the

are in the same precedence level.

The evaluation is being done from the left to the right, first the then the after the
is being evaluated.

Examining by concrete values, the execute order of the operations are the following:
double a = 7, b = 10, c = 2, d = 3, e = 4;
1. b / c = 5
2. b / c * d = 5 * d = 15
3. a + b / c * d = a + 15 = 22
4. a + b / c * d – e = 22 – e = 18
7.3 Example.
bracketing
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As we mentioned before, if in an expression there are operations with different levels, we have to begin the
evaluation with the evaluation of the part-expression containing higher precedence operations. By the bracketing
we change the order of the evaluation.
If we want to calculate the value of the
precedence of the + operation by bracketing.

instead of

expression, we have to increase the

(a + b) / c *d - e;
Examining with concrete values, the execution order is the following:
double a = 7, b = 10, c = 2, d = 3, e = 4;
1. (a + b) = 17
2. (a + b ) / c = 17 / c = 8,5
3. (a + b ) / c * d = 8,5 * d = 25,5
4. (a + b ) / c * d – e = 25,5 – e = 21,5

1.2. 7.1.2 Side effect
A phenomenon occurring execute some operations ?function calling, multiple assignment, shifts (++, –) during
this among the result some variables may change their values. The C# standard does not determine their
precedence, so one should avoid such statements which are depending on precedence.

1.3. 7.1.3 Short circuit
The evaluating mode, where there is not necessary to evaluate the whole expression to determine its value
unequivocally. For example when a left operand is 0 it is not necessary to evaluate the right because the value of
the expression will be 0 unequivocally.

2. 7.2C# language
The precedence of the available operators in the C# language is the following:
1. Primary operations x.y, f(x), a[x], x++, x–, new, typeof, checked, unchecked, sizeof, - > ;
2. Operators with one operand +, -, !, ˜, ++x, –x, (T)x;
3. Multiplicative operators *, /, %;
4. Additive operators +, -;
5. Bitshift operators < < , > > ;
6. Comparative (relation) and type operators <, >, <=, >=, is, as;
7. Equality-check operators
8. Logical, conditional, and Null operators &, ˆ, |, &&, ||, ??, ? :;
9. Assignment and anonym operators =, *=, /=, %=, +=, -=,<<=,>>=, &=, ˆ=, |=;
We will get to now just the most important operators which could be connected evaluating expressions
depending on precedence level.

2.1. 7.2.1 One-operand operations
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Prefix and Postfix form In case of one-operand operations the expression takes up the operator-operand or the
operand-operator form. In the first case we call this prefix form, on the second postfix form.
7.4 Example.
int i = 2;

; prefix form, increase the value of by two,

; postfix form, decrease the value of by two..
One-operand operations are the primary expressions and the unary operators.
Primary expressions
. member-selecting operator;
() bracket operator;
[] square bracket operator;
op++ post-increment;
op– post-decrement;
new dynamic allocation, creating objects, etc.;
typeof type-declarating operator;
checked overflow check;
unchecked overflow in unchecked;
sizeof query of the size of a type

combines the unlock the pointer references and the member-selection.

Unary operators
+ leave unchanged;
- twos complement;
++op primary incrementation;
–op primary decrementation;
!x logical negation;
˜x negation bit-by-bit;
(T)x explicit type-conversion.
Stepping operators (incrementing/decrementing)
Their task is to increment or decrement the values of numeric variables by one.
prefix forms:
postfix forms:

,

;
,

.

Remarks: The i++ and the ++i and could be applied instead of i= i + 1 and i += 1; the ?i the i= i - 1 instead of i = 1.
7.5 Example.
stepping operators
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int q=6, p=7, r=8, s=9, result; result = ++q - p–; Console.WriteLine("After the operation, the value of q: " + q +
", value of p : " + p + " the result: " + result); result = p++ + r–; Console.WriteLine("After the operation, the
value of p: "+ p + ", value of r : " + r + " the result: " + result); result = –r - s++; Console.WriteLine("After the
operation, the value of r: " + r + ", value of s " + s + " the result: " + result); result = s– + ++r;
Console.WriteLine("After the operation, the value of s: " + s + ", value of r" + r + " the result: " + result);
Console.ReadKey();
It is remarkable, after the (++q , p– ) operation the result is 0 however at writing the value of q is 7, and the
value of p is 6. The reason is, in case of the postfix form the step just after the evaluating the expression. At
evaluation the value of the q and p was 7, the value of the p decremented after this.
typeof
The typeof(T) is type-determining operator.
7.6 Example.
typeof
Type t1 = typeof(bool); Console.WriteLine(t1.Name); Type t2 = typeof(byte); Console.WriteLine(t2.Name);
Type t3 = typeof(int); Console.WriteLine(t3.Name); Type t4 = typeof(float); Console.WriteLine(t4.Name);
Type t5 = typeof(double); Console.WriteLine(t5.Name); Console.ReadLine();
Result of the execution:

Remarks: A The float is a 32 bit, and the double is a 64 bit, type according to the IEEE 754 standard.
sizeof
Sizeof is applicable for querying the size of a type.
7.7 Example.
sizeof
int byteSize = sizeof(byte); Console.WriteLine(byteSize); int intSize = sizeof(int); Console.WriteLine(intSize);
int floatSize = sizeof(float); Console.WriteLine(floatSize); int doubleSize = sizeof(double);
Console.WriteLine(doubleSize); Console.ReadLine();
Result of the execution:

7.8 Example.
Overflow checking
Overflow: A computing error occurring in case of fix-point and floating-point number representation which
occurs when we increment a number (for example addition or multiplication) greater than the value which could
handle the given number representation. In this case the greater positions are lost. Obviously the opposite could
occour, (for example division or substraction) in this case we call it underflow.
checked overflow check;
unchecked overflow uncheck;
7.9 Example.
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Overflow checking
class Overflow const int x = 1000000; const int y = 1000000; static int F() return checked(x * y); //Compilation
error, overflow static int G() return unchecked(x * y); // return value: -727379968 static int H() return x * y;
//Compilation error, overflow
In case of the F() and H() methods the compiler drops an error during compiling type however in case of G()
since we unchecked the checking it does not drops an error it finishes the operation and the result will be
rounded to the zero
Unary operations
+ leave unchanged;
- make twos complement;
! logical negation;
negation bit-by-bit;
7.10 Example.
Unary operations
int x = 3; Console.WriteLine(x); Console.WriteLine(-x); Console.WriteLine(!false); Console.WriteLine(!true);
int[] values = 0, 0x111, 0xfffff, 0x8888, 0x22000022 ;
foreach (int e in values) Console.WriteLine("˜0x{0:x8} = 0x{1:x8}", e, ˜e); Console.ReadLine();
Result of the execution:

2.2. 7.2.2Operations with two operands
Most of the operators are have two operands, since we call these binary operators. Their general form is the
following:
operand1 operator operand2
When we deal with more binary operator at the same precedence level the evaluation in general happens from
left to the right. Except the assignment-binary operations which evaluation is being done from the right to the
left.
7.11 Example.
Multiplicative operators
* multiplication;
/ division;
% create modulus;
7.12 Example.
Multiplicative operators
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//multiplication Console.WriteLine(""); Console.WriteLine("Product: 0", 5 * 2); Console.WriteLine("Product:
0", -.5 * .2); Console.WriteLine("Product: 0", -.5m * .2m); // decimal type Console.WriteLine("");
Console.WriteLine("Interger quotient: 0", 7 / 3); Console.WriteLine("Negative integer quotiens: 0", -7 / 3);
Console.WriteLine("Residuum: 0", 7 float osztando = 7; Console.WriteLine("Floatin point quotient:0", dividend
/ 3); Console.WriteLine(""); Console.WriteLine("Residuum: 0", 5 Console.WriteLine("Residuum: 0", -5
Console.WriteLine("Residuum:
0",
5.0
Console.WriteLine("Residuum:
0",
5.0m
Console.WriteLine("Residuum: 0", -5.2 Console.ReadLine();
Result of the execution:
7.13 Example.
Additive operators
x + y addition ; in case of text (string) their concatenation
x – y substraction
7.14 Example.
Additive operators
Console.WriteLine(+5); Console.WriteLine(5 + 5); Console.WriteLine(5 + .5); Console.WriteLine("5" + "5");
Console.WriteLine(5.0 + "5");
int a = 5; Console.WriteLine(-a); Console.WriteLine(a - 1); Console.WriteLine(a - .5); Console.ReadLine();
Result of the execution:

Bitshift operators Shift a number of bits to the left, or to the right by n bit. This is actually equals with the
division or multiplication by 2 .
x << y shift left;
x > > y shift right.
7.15 Example.
Bitshift operators
SByte si = 2; Byte usi = 12; Console.WriteLine(si Ť 1); Console.WriteLine(si Ť 32); Console.WriteLine(si Ť
33); Console.WriteLine(si ť 1); Console.WriteLine(si ť 32); Console.WriteLine(si ť 33); Console.WriteLine( usi
Ť 2); Console.WriteLine( usi ť 2);
Result of the execution:

Comparing relation
and type operators
< smaller than
> greater than
<=smaller or equal
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> =greater or equal
7.16 Example.
Example Comparing relation and type operators
Console.WriteLine(1 < 1.1); Console.WriteLine(1.1 < 1.1); Console.WriteLine(1.1 > 1); Console.WriteLine(1.1
> 1.1); Console.WriteLine(1 <= 1.1); Console.WriteLine(1.1 <= 1.1); Console.WriteLine(1.1 >= 1);
Console.WriteLine(1.1 >= 1.1); Console.ReadLine();
Result of the execution:

is
The is tells about an object if is it the left operand is the variable of right type. as
Two operand type-forceing. The left variable will be converted to the right reference type if it could. If the
conversion is not successful the result will be null.
Operators of equality checking
x == y equal;
x != y not equal
7.17 Example.
Logical, conditional and Null operators
Console.WriteLine((2 + 2) == 4); object s = 1; object t = 1; Console.WriteLine(s == t); string a = "hello"; string
b = String.Copy(a); string c = "hello";
// Strings Console.WriteLine(a == b); Console.WriteLine((object)a == (object)b); Console.WriteLine((object)a
== (object)c); Console.ReadLine();
Result of the execution:

Logical, conditional
and Null operators. Logical operations
x & y and operation bit by bit;
x ˆ y xor operation bit by bit;
x |y or operation bit by bit;
7.18 Example.
Logical operations
int a = 7, b = 4, c = 0; // AND Console.WriteLine("a and b = 0", a b); Console.WriteLine("a and b and c = 0", a
b c); //OR Console.WriteLine("b or c = 0", b | c); Console.WriteLine("a or b or c = 0", a | b | c); //
Console.WriteLine("b xor c = 0", b ^ c); Console.WriteLine("a xor b xor c = 0", a ^ b ^ c); Console.ReadLine();
Condition checking
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x && y logical and operation y will be evaluated only if x is true.
x ||y logical or operation y will be evaluated only if x is false.
x ?? y evaluates the y if x is zero, otherwise x Assinging and anonym operators
= Assignment
operator = complex assignment
+= addition assignment
example a += 3;
-= substraction assignment
example a -= 3;
*= multiplication assignment
example a *= 5; is the same with the a = a * 5;
/= division assignment
example a /= 2;
%= modulo assignment
example a %= 3;
&= bit by bit and operation-executing assignment
example a &= 3;
|= bit by bit and operation-executing assignment
example a |= 3;
!= non-operation-executing bit by bit assignment
<<= assignment shifts the bits to the left.
>>= assignment shifts the bits to the right.
7.19 Example.
Assinging and anonym operators
int a = 5; a += 3; Console.WriteLine("value is a:" + a); a *= 3; Console.WriteLine("value is a:" + a); a -= 3;
Console.WriteLine("value is a:" + a); a /= 3; Console.WriteLine("value is a:" + a); a Console.WriteLine("value
is a:" + a); a = 3; Console.WriteLine("value is a:" + a); a |= 3; Console.WriteLine("value is a" + a); a Ť= 3;
Console.WriteLine("value is a" + a); a ť= 3; Console.WriteLine("value is a" + a);

2.3. 7.2.3Three operand-operation
x ? y : z evaluates y if x is true, evaluates z if x is false ExampleExample three operand-operation
char c='6'; int a; a = ((c >= '0' c <= '9') ? c - '0' : -1); Console.WriteLine("values is a:" + a); c = 'f'; a = ((c >= '0' c
<= '9') ? c - '0' : -1); Console.WriteLine("values is a:" + a); Console.ReadLine();
Remarks: The three operand operator really is a logical junction which makes the expression making more
efficient and more solid.
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3. 7.3 Excel
In this section we deal with the well known spreadsheet expressions and their evaluation. Why is it necessary?
The evaluation of the expressions are differ from the above. Just to grab an example: here the AND operation is
not an operator but a function which modifies the order of the evaluation significantly.

3.1. 7.3.1 Formulas
When we write operational statements to a cell, we call them expressions. An expression can consist of 8192
characters and we have to begin with the an =. In this case the Excel knows it do not have to store data in the
cell but perform operations. An expression could contain numbers, references (names) and arithmetical
operations. Evaluation of the expressions is being done by the well-known precedence rule in mathematics.
Precedence order in evaluating expressions
1. Brackets
2. Functions
3. One operand operations
4. Percentage calculation
5. Raising to power
6. Multiplicative operations
7. Additive operations
8. Relations
9. Left-to-right order
7.20 Example.
Evaluating expressions

1st step evaluating functions: the PI() function returns with the value of the pi. 3.142...
2nd step evaluating relations: A2 gets back with the value of the A2 cell.
3rd step evaluating constants: The numeric and the character-values could be used directly in the expression for
example the 2.
4th step executing operations: the ôperator perform the raising to power then multiplies it with pi.

3.2. 7.3.2 Data types
In the cells we may store different kind of data. A cell may contain:
1. string data
2. numeric data
3. logical data
4. date data
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5. expression (formula, function)
String data may be any combination of letters, numbers, and other characters. for example 1qwerty00, 06/30 123
4567. String data are aligned to the left in the cell.
The Excel regards only the data numeric, which are complies the following syntactic rules.
A number may contain:
1. digits,
2. decimal points,
3. sign,
4. percent sign,
5. exponent symbols of an exponent-form (e or E, for example. 23000 exponent form: 2,3E+4),
6. currency symbol.
Correctly given numeric values are aligned to the right of the cell by default. The Excel stores and calculates the
numbers according to the IEEE 754 specification. As we mentioned before at the floating point number
representation, IEEE 754 specification has its limitations, which are fall into the following three general
categories:
1. maximal/minimal boundaries,
2. accuracy,
3. discontinuous binary numbers.
Below there are two examples for operations with very big and very small numbers.
7.21 Example.
Operations in case of large numbers
Adding the two numbers on the figure the sum will in the B3 cell be 1.20E+200, similar to the contents of the
B1. The reason is in the IEEE 754 specification the storage is 15 value precise. To store the above calculation
the Excel should be at least 100 digit precision.

7.22 Example.
Operations in case of very small numbers
Adding the two numbers in the figure the sum in the B3 cell will be 1,00012345678901 instead of
1,000123456789012345. The reason is the same in this case as the above. In order to get precise result the
application should have 19 digit precision.

3.3. 7.3.3 Functions
The functions are the one of the most important parts of the spreadsheet systems. We may perform simple or
complex calculations using functions. Illustrating trough a simple example the =AVERAGE(A1:A5) is the
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similar with the =(A1+A2+A3+A4+A5)/5 formula. Functions as the formulas should be begin with = which
should be appear once; inside the expression not. The functions are consists from two main parts: the name of
the function, and the list of the arguments. Arguments could be numbers, names, strings, range of cells,
references, expressions, date, time, function name, database name etc. In case of more arguments the arguments
should divided by a semicolon from each other. In general strings should be put inside citation marks.
=functionname(argument1;argument2;etc)
There are functions with empty arguments, the brackets should be indicated in this case too. For example this
kind of function are the =PI() and =TODAY().
=functionname()
One problem is caused by the incorrect bracketing ad parametering. In the case when one of the arguments
missing we get the #MISSING error message.

The applicable formula for the logarithm function below:
=LOG(POWER(16;1/3);2)
Logical functions
Logical functions can be found in the Formulas ribbon Functions field. The comparing operators available
evaluating logical expressions we mentioned before. In this section we deal with the basic logical functions.
FALSE()
Gives back the FALSE logical value. Instead of appling the function we may enter the word FALSE.
TRUE()
Gives back the TRUE logical value. Instead of appling the function we may enter the word FALSE to the
formulas and cells.
AND(logical1;logical2;...)
Returns with the TRUE value if its all aruments are TRUE, FALSE, if one or more argument is FALSE.

Truth table of the AND operation
OR(logical1;logical2)
Gives back the TRUE value if one of the aruments value is TRUE. The return value is FALSE if all the
arguments are FALSE.

Truth table of the OR operation
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XOR(logical1;logical2;...)
Returns with the value of the result of the XOR operation from the arguments. Returns with the TRUE value if
only one argument is true, the return value is FALSE in all the other cases.

Truth table of the XOR operation
NOT (logical)
Returns with the opposite of the value of the argument. We use the NOT function when we want to ensure a
value should not be equal with a given one.

Truth table of the NOT operation
De Morgan' laws
The laws are word the set-theory, mathematical logic, two basic thesis. Writing the De-Morgan's laws are
different ways are common:
Set-theory formalism:

0. calculus formalism:

We may write the de Morgan's law logical formulas in the following way:
NOT(a AND b) = (NOT a) OR (NOT b)
NOT(a OR b) = (NOT a) AND (NOT b)
The last description is the nearest look-alike to the Excel formalism.
In the following example we examine the De Morgan's law by the help of the Excel logical functions.
The NOT(A OR B) and the NOT A AND NOT B expressions in Excel:
=NOT(OR(A3;B3))
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and
=AND(NOT(A3);NOT(B3))

IF(logical conditon;value if true;value if false)
The IF function could be used to perform conditional examinations If the value given by the logical condition is
TRUE we continue the evaluation on the TRUE branch else on the FALSE branch.

Show expression feature in the Expressions Ribbon Expression check filed; the expressions will be shown
instead of the results.

3.4. 7.3.4 References
In the expressions among the numbers, operator symbols, and functions there are cell-references. Independent
from the actual value of the cell we always refer to the data stored in the cell. This we consider one of the
greatest advantage of the spreadsheet systems.
Relative reference
We give the references mostly in relative. What does this mean? In case of relative addressing the spreadsheet
does not store about the refered cell the fact it is in which column which row, but the direction and the number
of cells from where we have written it. This makes possible, in case copying the cell the formula does the
operation at the same direction and distance. In order to understand let's see the following example:
Example Write the below series first 5 element:

Fill the A column from one to five.
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Write to the B2 cell the following expression: =(3ˆA2-2)/(2*A2-10)
After this copy the content of the B2 cell from B3 to B5. Now in
B3: =(3ˆA3-2)/(2*A2-10)
B4: =(3ˆA4-2)/(2*A4-10)
...
will be.
As we can see, all of the rows were calculated automatically.

Absolute reference
Often we have to require the cell keep its address; we call this absolute cell reference. If we want to refer to an
address of the cell, we have to we write a symbol before the column and row identifier. We can enter the
symbols by pressing the F4 button once.
7.23 Example.
The speed of an aircraft is 3800 km/h. What time makes it the following distances: 60, 100, 350, 800 km?

During the solution we should consider the speed of the aircaft is stored once in the C2 cell, since the formula in
the B5 cell will be the following: =A5/$C$2. In case of copying the formula the value of the A5 cell always be
the actual value of the A row but the $C$2 will be unchanged.
In case of we want to calculate these values we have to modify only the content of C2 cell; other changeds we
do not have to make in the table.
Mixed reference
If we pressed more times the F4 button, we might observed, there is not only absolute and relative reference.
When we give one of the coordinates relative the other absolute addressing we call this addressing mode mixed
reference. In this case we fix either the row or the column, the others we let to change relatively.
7.24 Example.
A classic example for applying the mixed reference the multiplication table. Create a 10 x 10 multiplication
table. Fill the A column and the 1st row according to the figure.
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To the B2 cell write the following formula: =$A2*B$1
The $A2 means we may copy anywhere the formula, the data is being taken from the A column, B$1 the other
data always from the first row. In this way to copied cells gets the multiplicated values of the header written
cells.
R1C1 Special reference style
We use special references rare, almost only at macros. Before use we have to allow them which can be done at
the Work with Expressions section. By this setting we can use instead of column names and row numbers in a
simplier way by numbers the columns and rows.

3.5. 7.3.5 Operators
The operators in Excel we could group in four groups: arithmetical, comparative, concatenator, and reference.
Arithmetical operators.
Executes mathematical operations.

Arithmetical operator Meaning

Example

+

Addition

3+3

-

Subtraction

3--1--1

*

Multiplication

3*3

/

Division

3/3

%

Percentage

20%

ˆ

Raising to Power

3ˆ2

Comparative operators
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Comparative
operator

Meaning

Example

=

Equal

A1=B1

>

Greater than

A1>B1

<

Smaller than

A1<B1

>=

Greater or equal

A1>=B1

<=

Smaller or equal

A1<=B1

<>

Not equal

A1 < > B1

Concatenating operators
Creates one concatenated string value from two string values.

String operator

Meaning

Example

&

String concatenation

"Alma"&"fa"

Reference operator

Meaning

Example

:

Range operator

B5:B15

References
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,

Union operator connects the SUM(B5:B15,
different references
D5:D15)

space

Segment operator which
produces on reference to
cells common to the two
references

B7:D7 C6:C8

Precedence order of operators

Operator

Description

: space ,

Operator of the references

--

Negation, twos complement

%

Percentage

ˆ

Raising to power

* and /

Multiplication and division

+ and --

Addition and subtraction

&

Text concatenation

=, <=, >=, <>

Conditional operators

Associativity
The Excel executes the operations on the same precedence level from the left to the right. When we want to
differ from the evaluation order we have to use brackets. The Excel at first evaluates the expressions in the
brackets, and use them for further calculations.
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3.6. 7.3.6 Expression evaluator
The expression evaluator is a easy to use and handy tool to evaluate expressions. The expression evaluator is in
the Expressions ribbon Expression check filed.
7.25 Example.
=IF(AND(NOT(A5);B5) = OR(NOT(A5);XOR(A5;B5));TRUE;FALSE)
1st step
= IF(AND(NOTA5);B5) = OR(NOT(A5);XOR(A5;B5));TRUE; FALSE)
= IF(AND(NOTNOT);B5) = OR(NOT(A5);XOR(A5;B5));TRUE; FALSE)
2nd step
= IF(AND( FALSE;B5) = OR(NOT(A5);XOR(A5;B5));TRUE; FALSE)
= IF( FALSE = OR(NOT(A5);XOR(A5;B5));TRUE; FALSE)
3rd step
= IF( FALSE = OR(NOT(A5);XOR(A5;B5));TRUE; FALSE)
= IF( FALSE = OR(NOT (??);XOR(A5;B5));TRUE; FALSE)
4th step
= IF( FALSE = OR( FALSE;XOR(A5;B5));TRUE; FALSE) = IF( FALSE = OR( FALSE; FALSE );TRUE;
FALSE)
5th step
= IF( FALSE = OR( FALSE; FALSE);TRUE; FALSE) = IF( FALSE = FALSE ;TRUE; FALSE))
6th step
= IF( FALSE = FALSE;TRUE; FALSE) = IF(TRUE ;TRUE; FALSE)
7th step
= IF(TRUE;TRUE; FALSE)
TRUE

3.7. 7.3.7 Efficient use of our expressions
In order to use efficiently we have to get to know three important function
Calculating: The parameters of the expressions and functions could be permanent, but they may refer to
different cell contents. By default the Excel evaluates only those expressions again, which based on a modified
cell content. In case of higher computing-power tasks we may turn this function off. Afer this the Excel
evaluates the expressions only when we press the F9 key, or click on the calculator icon in the Expressions
ribbon Calculating group.
Accuracy: The accuracy of the Excel was mentioned above, as we know it it perform calculations with 15 digit
accuracy.
Approximation: By approximation we can set the number of recalculations of the actual sheet. The case when
we - directly or indirectly - refer to a cell giving the result of the expression we call circular reference. In this
case the Excel cannot calculate the result, but we may set the maximum number of approximations manually
and the measure of the acceptable difference.
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3.8. 7.3.8 Error values in expressions
There are cases when the values of the expressions cannot be calculated. Typical example for this the division
by zero, which is not interpreted in mathematics. If the program cannot calculate the result, in every case it gives
an error message begins with an #. Text messages which appear always with capitals could be grouped to the
following groups.
#NUMBER! We receive this error message when the result is too little or too high which cannot be interpreted in
Excel.
#VALUE! We meet with this error message when we refer to a cell containing string content during a numeral
operation.
# DIV/0! This we talked about in the introduction, we receive this error message, when in an expression we refer
to zero or empty cell during a division.
#REF! We meet with this error message when the expression contains an invalid cell reference. This happens
mostly at copying, moving, deleting cells.
#NAME? We meet with this error message when the program does not recognize (mostly due to spelling error)
the function name or range.
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9. fejezet - 8 VISUAL BASIC AND
MACROS
The first version of Visual Basic (VB) issued in 1991 on the Microsoft Windows 3.0 platform. It is an eventcontrolled, non-fully object-oriented (the inheritance and polimorphism is missing) programming language. It
takes the BASIC language as syntax base. It became popular since it provided an efficient and quick tool for
develop visual Windows applications. Because of the early success the Microsoft extended the language
continuously, the "last" version was issued in 1998 (Visual Basic 6.0). The motive of the technical development
was the VBA (Visual Basic for Application) and the VBScript (Visual Basic Scripting Edition) The first is the
macro-language of the Office program package, the last is the scipt language of the Windows operating system.
In 2002 the Visual Basic was replaced with the Visual Basic .NET. The VB.NET is a redesigned version of the
VB. According to the .NET framework the VB.NET is completely object-oriented, it is similar to C#. The
language received many critics, since its basics was changed, so there were compatibility errors with the classic
Visual Basic language. Microsoft attempted to solve the problem; they developed a conversion program
however it works only on simple projects. One of the advantages the wide component palette even the beginner
programmers can use the most difficult solutions under Windows. The newest version of the Visual Studio is the
Visual Basic 2010. The Visual Basic for Applications is a simplified version of the Visual Basic, which contains
an integrated development environment which is part most of the Microsoft Office applications. The language
was designed basically to provide complementary functionality to the applications. For example creating and
executing macros and creating wizards. VBA lets automate processes for the developers, and access to Win32
and other low-level functions via DLLs.

1. 8.1 Macros
A macro is a set containing stored actions which are recorded in Visual Basic language. Macros can help to
execute everyday tasks, but we may extend the functionality of the Excel (creating own functions).
We may create macros by recording our activity, or write it in VBA language. Obviously we may combine the
two.
Recording macros
To start recording macros either the Development tools or the View ribbon Macros field or by clicking at the
Status bar the Record Macro.

It is important to remark, recording a macro just the selected functions are recorded. In this way it is not
recorded the movement on different ribbons and menus.
Task
Create a weekly calendar which executes everytime we insert a new sheet and creates the weekly calendar. On
record we set the macros name, shortkey, place and description.
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During record create the table below. In the A1 cell display the actual weeks number.

After finished the recording start the macro. It runs fluently and creates the table. By this we completed the first
part of the task, but we have one more part left, particularly, it should execute everytime opening a new sheet. In
order to do this we have to modify the created macro. In the View ribbon select the macros. On the appearing
dialog box we may select the menus below:

1. Start: execute the selected macro.
2. Step by step: Run the macro row by row.
3. Edit: Display the Visual Basic editing window where we modify the macro.
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4. Create: create a new macro, which will be active entering the new macro name the Create button will be
active, causing the Visual Basic editing window apperaring.
5. Delete: delete the selected macro.
6. Others. We may assign for the created macros a shortkey or description.
7. Cancel: Close the dialog box.
In case of clicking the editing button in the editor the code of the macro appears. Switching to editing mode
could be done by the Alt + F11 combination.

About VBA code we will discuss later, now we just mention as much knowledge as we need to the task.
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2. 8.2Visual Basic Editor
The interface of the Visual Basic is English even in case of Hungarian Office. Parts of the interface:
1. Project window: In the project window we see the elements of the opened documents (in case of Excel
sheets). The storage of the elements has tree architecture. Every VBA project means a Excel Book. Inside this
we find the correlating Sheets, and the ThisWorkbook object which means the whole Book together.
2. Properties window: in the properties window we can set the properties of the selected objects.
3. Code window: we can create our programs code.
4. Intermediate window: In the intermediate window we can examine the results of our program.
5. Watch window: In the watch window we have chance to trace and debugging.
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3. 8.3VBA
3.1. 8.3.1 Scopes
In VBA we differ two scopes:
1. procedure-level
2. module-level
In case of procedure-level scope we do not reach the variable from outside, it belongs to the method in which it
is declared. The declaration keyword is the Dim or Static. The difference between the two declaration is in the
memory usage. In case of Static the declared variable stays in the memory; in case of Dim the value of the
variable will be destroyed. In case of modul-level scope we may declare variables with Private, Protected, and
Public validity scopes. In case of Private the variable is available only from the containing module, in case of
Public from anywhere.
Remarks: Declaring types is not compulsory neither in case of functions, neither in case of procedures. The first
assignment declares the type of the variable.

3.2. 8.3.2Passing parameters
In VBA we can pass parameters by reference (ByRef) and by value (ByVal).
1. The input parameters pass by value. At call place allocated in the memory for the variable where it copies the
value given by the parameter. If a function or procedure changes this value, returning to the caller program
this changed value is being lose, the old value stays. After the execution of the procedure or function the
allocated memory is being freed.
2. We can change the output parameters by reference parameter passing. At call the address of the parameter
will be passed. According the address the procedure or function changes the value in a way returning to the
caller program this changed value persists. A such parameter in the body of the procedure is at least once in
the left side of the assigning statement.
Remarks: If we omit the type of the parameter the default is ByRef.
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3.3. 8.3.3 Subrutines
Procedure
Since the VBA is an object oriented language we could organize our statements into procedures and functions.
Every procedure has to begin with the Sub statement then the name of the macro and in brackets the statements
to be executed. The procedures are being closed by the End Sub statement.
Syntax of the procedures:
[Private|Public]Sub <procedurename >([parameterlist]) [As type] [<declarations>] <statement> End Sub
Procedure call:
[Call] <procedurename> ([actual parameterlist])
8.1 Example.
Swap
Sub swap(a As Double, b As Double) swap of two values
Dim w As Double
w = b: b = a: a = w
End Sub
Function
In Excel we can make own functions easily. Every function has to begin with the Function statement, and in
brackets should given the parameter list for the running. The functions are closed with the End Function. Every
function should contain at least one assigning statement which in the left side there is the function name.
Syntax of Function
[Private|Public] Function<functionname >([parameterlist])[As
functionname = (at least one assigning statement) End Function

type]

[<declarations>]

<statements>

Call function:
< functionname >([actual parameterlist])
8.2 Example.
Factorial
Function fact(ByVal n As Integer) As Integer Dim i As Integer, s As Integer s = 1 For i = 1 To n s = s * i
Next fact = s End Function
8.3 Example.
Create a function and a procedure to calculate the specific resistance.
Specific resistance

, where the p is the specific resistance in ohmmeters, l is the length of the conductivity, A is the cross-section
of the conductivity in m2, R is the resistance in ohms.
Function
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Function name: Specific
Input (ByVal - by value) parameters
l - length of the conductivity a - cross-section of the conductivity, r - the resistance of the conductivity.
Since the function gives back the result in its name, namely the specific resistance, the type of the function name
must be the same type of the result.
The input parameters and the result of the specific resistance should be Double type, the declaration of the
function:
Function Specific (ByVal l As Double, ByVal a As Double, ByVal r As Double) As Double
In the body of the function once have to appear the function name on the left side of an assignment statement to
get the value of the result.
Specific = r * a / l
The last statement of the function is the End Function.
Procedure
Procedure name: Specific
Input (ByVal – by value) parameters:
l - length of the conductivity a - cross-section of the conductivity, r - the resistance of the conductivity.
Output parameter (ByRef - by reference)
SpesRes - specific resistance.
Declaration of the procedure:
Sub SpesRes(ByVal l As Double, ByVal a As Double, ByVal r As Double, ByRef SpecRes As Double)
In the body of the procedure the output parameter on the left side of the assignment statement takes the value of
the volume of the cylinder.
SpesRes = r * a / l
The procedure is closed by the End Sub.

3.4. 8.3.4Constants and Variables
Creating constants we can assign a name to a concrete value. The value of the constants cannot be.
Declerating constants
[Private | Public] Constname Astype = values
The variables such program elements which during runtime change their values several times. In declerations
the variables may take up newer and newer values from their value set. The variables may take up values from
the given basic set.
Declaration of variables
{Dim|Public|Private|Protected|Static} variable1<datatype>, variable2 As <datatype >
Few data type:
Integer(%) integer number
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Single(!) floating point number
Double(#) floating point number with double precision
Decimal decimal number
String($) string
Boolean logical ( true, false)
Date date
Variant text, number, date (automatic type)
Object object

3.5. 8.3.5Junctions
During our program development often occurs we assign the execution of the statements to a condition. So we
one or more condition examine we decide which statements or statement is being executed.
Syntax of the junction:
If Condition1 Then
1. Statements1(if Condition1 is true)
[ElseIf Condition2
Statements2 ] ( if Condition2 is true)
[Else Statements3 ] (all other cases)
End If
Conditions used for operators
relation operatos: <, > <=, >=, = , <>
logical operatos : And, Or, Not, Xor
Junction depending on value
We use it when we need to execute statements depending on a value of a variable.
Syntax of Junction depending on value
Select Case < expression >
[Case <expression1 >
statements1 ]
[Case expression2
statements2 ]
…
[Case Else
else statements]
End Select
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In the Case Else branch we give the statements which are executed in case of none of the Case branch executed.

3.6. 8.3.6 Loops
By the use of the loops we may repeat the same statement sequence with the program. We differ depending on
loop-arrangement pretest loops, posttest loops, count-controlled loops. When we already know how many times
we want to execute the statement sequence, it is useful to use the count-controlled loops.
Syntax of the count-controlled loops:
For loopvariable =from To to [Step +/- step] [statements]
Next [loopvariable]
In the case we cannot tell how many times we want to use the statement-sequence, we may use one of the
conditional statements. A conditional loop could be pretest or posttest. In case of pretest loop the evaluation of
the condition is happening after the Do While keywords. When the condition is true, the statements are being
executed in the core of the loop.
Syntax of the pretest loop.
Do While condition
[statements]
Loop
In case of posttest loop the evaluation of the condition happens in the end of the loop after the Loop Until
keywords. The repetition continues until the condition is false. In case of posttest loop the statements in the
loop-core are being executed at least once.
Syntax of the posttest loop:
Do
[statements]
Loop Until condition

3.7. 8.3.7 Arrays
The above variables can store only one value. Since we work with Excel, we may claim to handle large amount
of data. (a whole row or column or a range). The array is a coherent series of data with the same type.
Declaring array:
{Dim|Public|Private|Protected|Static} arrayname [(arrayindex)] [As adattípus] [= expression]
We refer to an element of an array with its index. For example in case of an x array by the x(3) statement we
refer the 3rd element of the array. The above example shows in VBA the array index start from Dim a(10) As
Double Creates a 10-element array with Double type.
Declaration of multidimensional arrays:
Dim arrayname1, [maxindex2], ..., [maxindex60])
Dim point(999,999) As Integer Creates a two-dimensional array which handles a 100x100 table.
Dim abc() Creates a dynamic array.
We may create arrays by value assignment.
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months= Array(" January ", " February ", " March ", " April ", " May ", " June ", " July ", " August ", "
September "," October ", " November ", " December ")

3.8. 8.3.8 Comments
We may put comments into the code of the program in the beginning of the line, or inside the line by an
apostrophe ' Visual Basic marks the comments by green color. It is useful more and many complex comments
into a program code, we may make easier the later understand the code.

3.9. 8.3.9 Dialog boxes
The most practical way to interact the user is creating dialog boxes. For data input we may use the InputBox
function; for messages, responses the MsgBox function.
Syntax of the InputBox
variable = InputBox("text","label")
Syntax of the MsgBox
variable = MsgBox ("message", paneltype)

3.10. 8.3.10Panel types
1. vbOKOnly OK button;
2. vbOKCancel Ok and Cancel buttons;
3. vbAbortRetryIgnore Abort, Retry, Ignore buttons;
4. vbYesNoCancel Yes, No, Cancel buttons;
5. vbYesNo Yes, No buttons.

4. 8.4 Objects of the Excel their methods and
properties
Objects in Excel (sheet, cell, range etc ...) are has properties and methods, we may enter them by the following
way: we write the property or the method after the command concerning to the object.
Property
In the A1 cell set the font style to bold Cells(1,1).Font.Bold = True
Method
Select the A1 cell Cells(1,1).Select

4.1. 8.4.1 Sheets, ranges, cells
Identifying a range (cell) could be done by the Cells(rowcount,columncount) or the Range(cellidentifier)
commands. The A9 cell could be identified by the Range("A9") formula. The A9 cell by the Cells(9,1) We refer
to the actual cell with the ActiveCell, in case of we want to modify the active cell we have to use the formula
Range(cellidentifier).Select.
Range("B10").Select
If we want to select a whole range, we can do it by the formula Range("A1:B10").Select
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Naturally the commands could be embedded into each other. Completely equivalent with the last selection the
Range(Cells(1,1),Cells(10,2)).Selectexpression.
To a complete row or a column we refer by the commands Rows(rowidentifier) and Columns(columnidentifier)
We could resize rows and columns.In case of by the Columns(columnidentifier).ColumnWidth = newsize and in
case of rows Rows(rowidentifier).RowHeight = newsize statements.
Changing the width of the column B to 24 is being done by the following expression:
Columns("B").ColumnWidth = 24
Changing the height first three row to 20 is being done by the following expression:
Rows(1:3).RowHeight =20
Selecting the column B is being done: Columns(2).Select or Columns("B").Select In case of rows to the
argument of the command there can be just numbers. Selecting the 4th rows we can select by the command
Rows(4).Select
Selecting all the cells of the sheet is being done by the command Cells.Select.
We may need to insert rows or columns. In case of row inserting we have to keep in mind, the insertion happens
above the actual cell; in case of column insertion the before the actual cell.
To insert a new row above the C5 cell we use the following statement: Range("C5").EntireRow.Insert. To insert
before it a new column: Range("C5").EntireColumn.Insert To delete a given column or row we may use the
Range("cellidentifier").EntireRow.Delete or the Range("cellidentifier").EntireColumn.Delete statements. We
may refer to cell on other sheets. This can be done by Range("sheetname!cellidentifier") expressions. For
example Range("Munka3!C3")
We refer to sheets with Worksheets(sheet number or name) command.
By the formula Worksheets(3).Cells(4,1) we refer the A4 cell on the third sheet. Obviously we may refer by the
name of the sheet in this case Worksheets("Import").Cells(4,1) expression.
All of the references used in the macros is absolute, in case of we need a relative reference, We have to use the
Selection.Offset(row,column) Selection.Offset(5, 2) we may refer to the cell below by 5 rows and right by 2
columns. We may change sheet by the Sheets("sheetname" or number).Select statement.
Values to the cells can be given by Value property, since this is the default property so indicate this is not
compulsory. The next four assignment are completely equivalent.
Cells(1,1).Value = "Excel 2010"Cells(1,1) = "Excel 2010 "Range("A1") = "Excel 2010 "ActiveCell = "Excel
2010 "
Remarks:: in case of the active cell is not the A1.

4.2. 8.4.2 Formatting
Obviously we may format the cells from the macros. The formatting will be quicker and more precise if we do it
by recording macros the we paste it to the code. We may do the formatting by selecting the range earlier. In the
first case we may use the Selection statement instead of range reference. Range("A1:B3").Select, then
Selection.Font.Size = 18 or Range("A1:B3").Font.Size = 18
By the Font property we may change the font of the cell. By a new dot we may enter new style, type, color, etc.
.Name = "Font name".Size = font size.Bold = True/False.Italic = True/False.Shadow = True/False.Underline =
underlinetype
When we want to apply more formats in the same time, we need to put the formatting lines between With and
End With.
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With Selection.Font .Bold = True.Size = 14 End With
Setting the background color we use the Interior property. In case of Interior.Color we may enter the color of the
cell with text or color code. In case of text input, we can use only English names. Before the colors we must
enter vb.
Cells(1,1).Interior.Color = vbGreen
Interior.ColorIndex - we enter the cell background color by number. Cells(1,1).Interior.ColorIndex = 3
Setting the cell aligning the contents of the cells we use the HorizontalAlignment for horizontal alignment,
VerticalAlignment for vertical alignment.
Cells(1,2). HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter
Cells(1,2).VerticalAlignment = xlCenter
Further values used at horizontal alignment
1. xlLeft align left
2. xlRight align right
3. xlGeneral align in general
Further values used at vertical alignment:
1. xlTop align to the top
2. xlBottom align to the top
Setting the number format we use the NumberFormat property.
The B1 cell contains three decimals. The format could be set by the Cells(1,2).NumberFormat = "0.000"
expression.
Between the quotation marks we have to write the same format code as the number formats.

4.3. 8.4.3 File operations
By macros the file operations could be done safely. Saving sheet is could be done with ActiveWorkbook.Save,
save as could be done with ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs, closing could be done with ActiveWorkbook.Close
statement. Opening workbook could be done by the WorkBooks.Open Filename := "[path] filename" statement.
WorkBooks.Open Filename:= "C:\excel\makro.xlsx"
Printing sheet
could
be
done
with the
ActiveWindow.SelectedSheets.PrintOut
statement.
ActiveWindow.SelectedSheets.PrintOut In the case we want to print more copies, we can set the number of
copies by the Copies:= numberof copies statement.
ActiveWindow.SelectedSheets.PrintOut Copies:=10

4.4. 8.4.4Creating charts
By macros we can create easily charts.
8.4 Example.
Corn production is Hungary
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Area

2010 2011 2012

Middle
Hungary

351
292

353
198

217
607

Middle -Trans 998
Danube
838

1 155 619
604 314

Western 805
Trans Danube 996

851
923

683
301

South -Trans
Danube

2 066 2 033 1 036
106 049 953

North
Hungary

225
348

North -Great
Hungarian
Plain

1 156 1 604 1 145
680 040 353

South -Great
Hungarian
Plain

1 380 1 589 681
612 075 538

405
554

357
427

Source www.ksh.hu
VBA code
Sub Diagram()
ActiveSheet.Shapes.AddChart.Select 'selecting the active sheet for inserting chart
With ActiveChart
.SetSourceData Source:=Range(Cells(3,2), Cells(9,4)) 'data source
.ChartType = xlColumnClustered 'Set the type of the chart - columndiagram
.SeriesCollection=(1).XValues = ActiveSheet.Range(Cells(3, 1), Cells(9, 1)) 'value of X axis
.SeriesCollection=(1).Name = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 2)
.SeriesCollection=(2).Name = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 3)
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.SeriesCollection=(3).Name = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 4)
.SetElement (msoElementChartTitleAboveChart) 'Placement of the chart title - above
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryCategoryAxisTitleAdjacentToAxis) 'near to the axis
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryCategoryAxisTitleHorizontal) ' be horizontally
.Axes(xlCategory).AxisTitle.Text = "Area"
.SetElement (msoElementPrimaryValueAxisTitleHorizontal)
.Axes(xlValue).AxisTitle.Text = "Tons"
.ChartTitle.Text = ActiveSheet.Cells(1, 1) 'title of the chart
.Location Where:=xlLocationAsNewSheet 'place of chart
End With
End Sub
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